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ABSTRACT

VARIABLE SELECTION AND CLASSIFICATION FOR LONGITUDINAL
BINARY DATA THROUGH THREE-STEP SPARSE BOOSTING

Emer, Deniz Esin
Ph.D., Department of Statistics

Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Özlem İLK DAĞ

June 2022, 194 pages

With the rapid evolution of technology, it is now possible to obtain the gene expres-

sion levels of thousands of genes in a single experiment. In these experiments, the

sample size is relatively small but the number of covariates under consideration is ex-

tremely large, whereas only a small number of expressions may be related to the out-

come of interest. Hence, the selection of causal features is much-needed along with

the model estimation. In this thesis, we propose a three-step sparse boosting model

for detecting the most important covariates that classify the individuals into binary

groups considering the longitudinal data having spatial and temporal correlations.

Following the idea of Yue, Li and Cheng (2019), in the first step, the independence

of the observations is assumed and the estimation of coefficients of logistic regres-

sion is obtained by directly minimizing the binary-cross entropy loss using boosting

method. Then, in the second step, the temporal correlation is considered by executing

a weight matrix constructed based on the errors made in the first step. Finally, in the

third step, the spatial correlation is added via a weight matrix considering the corre-

lation structure. A Monte Carlo Simulation Study was designed and nine different

temporal and spatial correlation structure scenario were run using parallel computing
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methods. The proposed model decreased the number of mistakenly chosen significant

covariates while establishing all the true ones as significant. As the classification per-

formance, it got higher when the spatial and temporal correlations got higher. Also, a

comparison study, including Boruta (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic

Regression, Ridge Regression, Lasso Regression and Elastic Net algorithms, showed

that i) they considered very large number of mistakenly chosen significant covariates,

whereas our proposed algorithm identified at most one along with the true significant

variables and, ii) Three-Step Sparse Boosting algorithm performs the best in terms of

specificity and precision metrics in the simulation study. In addition, the algorithm

had been applied on a real life data set of Type 1 Diabetes Prediction and Preven-

tion (DIPP) study, using both balanced and unbalanced sets. Our algorithm identified

a few numbers of genes as significant which can be beneficial regarding time and

money. The comparison results showed that The Three-Step Sparse Boosting tech-

nique can be considered as performing well in terms of variable selection, estimation

and classification.

Keywords: Binary longitudinal data, logistic regression, spatial and temporal corre-

lations, sparse boosting, variable selection, classification
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ÖZ

ÜÇ AŞAMALI SEYREK YÜKSELTME METODU İLE İKİLİ SONUCU
OLAN UZUNLAMASINA VERİLERİN DEĞİŞKEN SEÇİMİ VE

SINIFLANDIRILMASI

Emer, Deniz Esin

Doktora, İstatistik Bölümü

Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Özlem İLK DAĞ

Haziran 2022 , 194 sayfa

Teknolojinin hızlı gelişimi ile tek bir deneyde binlerce genin gen ifade düzeylerini

elde etmek artık mümkün. Bu deneylerde, numune boyutunun nispeten küçük olma-

sının yanında incelenen değişkenlerin sayısı son derece fazladır, buna karşın yalnızca

az sayıda gen ifadesi, ilgilenilen sonuçla ilgili olabilmektedir. Bu nedenle, model tah-

mini ile birlikte neden ilişkisi olan değişkenlerin seçimine ihtiyaç artmıştır. Bu tezde

biz, bireylerin ikili sınıflandırılması amacıyla, en önemli değişkenleri tespit etmek

için sağlam ve aynı zamanda uzamsal ve zamansal korelasyonu göz önünde bulundu-

ran, üç aşamalı seyrek bir yükseltme modeli öneriyoruz. Yue, Li and Cheng (2019)

makalesindeki fikri takiben, ilk aşamada, gözlemlerin bağımsız olduğu varsayılır ve

yükseltme metodu kullanılarak, ikili çapraz entropi kaybının doğrudan en aza indi-

rilmesiyle lojistik regresyonun katsayılarının tahmini elde edilir. Daha sonra, ikinci

aşamada, birinci aşamada yapılan hatalara dayalı olarak oluşturulan bir ağırlık matrisi

yürütülerek zamansal korelasyon dikkate alınır. Son olarak üçüncü aşamada, korelas-

yon yapısı dikkate alınarak bir ağırlık matrisi aracılığıyla uzamsal korelasyon ekle-
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nir. Bir Monte Carlo Simülasyon Çalışması tasarlanmış ve paralel hesaplama yön-

temleri kullanılarak dokuz farklı zamansal ve uzamsal korelasyon yapısı senaryosu

çalıştırılmıştır. Önerilen model, anlamlı olan bütün değişkenleri doğru bir şekilde an-

lamlı olarak belirlerken, yanlışlıkla anlamlı olarak belirlenen değişkenlerin sayısını

azaltmıştır. Sınıflandırma performansı ise uzamsal ve zamansal korelasyon yüksel-

dikçe yükselmektedir. Ayrıca, Boruta (RF), Ridge Regresyon, Lasso Regresyon ve

Elastic Net algoritmalarını içeren bir karşılaştırma çalışması yapılmış ve şu sonuç-

lar elde edilmiştir, i) diğer algoritmalar çok sayıda yanlışlıkla anlamlı olarak seçilmiş

değişkenleri dikkate alırken, önerilen algoritma, sadece gerçek anlamlı değişkenleri

tanımlamanın yanında, en fazla bir değişkeni yanlışlıkla anlamlı olarak seçmiştir ,

ii) Üç Aşamalı Seyrek Yükseltme algoritması, simülasyon çalışmasında özgüllük ve

kesinlik metrikleri açısından en iyi performansı göstermiştir. Ayrıca algoritma, Tip

1 Diyabet Tahmin ve Önleme (DIPP) çalışmasının gerçek yaşam veri seti üzerinde

hem dengeli hem de dengesiz kümeler kullanılarak uygulanmıştır. Algoritma, birkaç

önemli geni anlamlı olarak tanımlamıştır, bu sayıda genin tanımlanması da zaman ve

para açısından faydalı olabilecektir. Karşılaştırma sonuçları, Üç Aşamalı Seyrek Yük-

seltme algoritması değişken seçimi, parametre kestirimi ve sınıflandırma açısından iyi

performans gösterdiğinin kabul edilebileceğini göstermiştir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Uzunlamasına ikili veri, lojistik regresyon, uzamsal ve zamansal

korelasyonlar, seyrek yükseltme, değişken seçimi, sınıflandırma
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Because of the respectable achievement in the DNA microarray technology, it is now

possible to simultaneously monitor the gene expression levels of thousands of genes

in a single experiment, instead of focusing on one or two specific genes in an organ-

ism (Thomas et al. (2001), Inza et al. (2004)). This technology has been applied to

identify i) differences between diseased and healthy subjects, ii) differences between

different types and subtypes of diseases and, iii) marker genes. By this approach, the

understanding of the disease at a molecular level can be increased and new diagnos-

tic and prognostic methods can be developed (Bø and Jonassen (2002)). In addition,

due to dynamic nature of biological systems or processes, to capture this biologically

meaningful dynamic changes, researchers investigate gene expression patterns across

time. With the rapid evolution of technology, time series/longitudinal microarray

experiments also become widespread. Consequently, developing models for longitu-

dinal data that predict the phenotype of a new subject carry a great importance. In

these experiments, the sample size is relatively small but the number of covariates

under consideration is extremely large, which imply a serious statistical challenge.

In addition, although the number of gene expression evaluated is large, there may be

only a small number of expressions that are associated with variations of phenotypes.

Hence, the selection of causal features is much-needed along with the model estima-

tion. Díaz-Uriarte and Alvarez de Andrés (2006) stated that biomedical researchers

conduct studies based on generally one of the following objectives:

1. "To identify relevant genes for subsequent research; this involves obtaining a

(probably large) set of genes that are related to the outcome of interest, and this

set should include genes even if they perform similar functions and are highly
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correlated.

2. To identify small sets of genes that could be used for diagnostic purposes in

clinical practice; this involves obtaining the smallest possible set of genes that

can still achieve good predictive performance (thus, "redundant" genes should

not be selected)."

We focus in this thesis on the second item, which is variable selection under the clas-

sification framework. Variable selection methods aim to reduce the size of data while

preserving the information and variance of significant variables as high as possible.

These methods have been used to improve the performance of the classification model

that generalizes better to unseen points and to obtain faster and cost-effective methods

(related to the both storage and time), as well as more quality data. Also, underlying

processes that generated the data are identified more accurately due to decreasing re-

dundant, irrelevant and noise information. In addition, obtaining essential variables

has the advantage of overfitting evading, which is a very important issue.

Variable selection carries another important advantage in the context of medical stud-

ies by improving the practicality, easing the use of models, reducing the burden and

need of high volume of data collection, as well as the decision support regarding

whether the expensive treatment/surgery is necessary or not. Also, elimination of ir-

relevant variables which are inconsequential for predicting outcomes is desired by the

researchers. In addition, if there exists a significant cost associated with the collection

of certain predictors, variable selection techniques present cost beneficial results.

On the other hand, including more genes in the study should provide more informa-

tion and discriminating power. However, several problems may rise; i) the increase

in cost and computational complexity, ii) including too many insignificant covariates

in the model and, iii) decrease in the classification performance measures (Speiser,

2021)). Along with the noise reduction and increase in the performance of classifi-

cation, significant genes may also carry important biological information and may be

used to identify possible future research directions.

When the difference from other dimensionality reduction techniques, like those based

on projection (e.g. principal component analysis) or compression (e.g. using infor-
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mation theory) is considered, in contrast to them, variable selection techniques do not

change the original distribution of the variables, but just select a subset of them which

are considered significant (Saeys et al. (2007)).

Consider a data set where repeated measures on the same subject over time are taken

and in order to predict the binary outcome, like the subject being diseased or non-

diseased, a longitudinal study is designed. Longitudinal study structure imposes a

correlation within a subject because observations for the same subject are dependent,

as temporal and spatial correlations. Whereas a basis for model estimation is pro-

vided by the standard modeling techniques, advanced methodologies are needed to

address the challenges of correlated data sets with many potential predictors. Then,

the research question is raised as to determine the significant variables of the binary

outcome given the measurement of many variables at each measurement time? Since

the assumption that all observations are independent is violated for such data, one cru-

cial issue in longitudinal analysis is how to take into account the correlation within

subjects and make efficient and accurate inference for high dimensional data. This

problem motivated us to develop a model which considers the spatial and/or temporal

correlation structures of the data when classifying the subjects as positive or negative.

Support Vector Machines (Luts et al., 2012), Neural Networks (Xiong et al., 2019),

Decision Tree (Abdolell (2002), Zhang and Ye (2008)) and Random Forest (Hajjem

et al. (2014), Speiser et al. (2019)) algorithms have been proposed in the context of

longitudinal study. Speiser (2021) stated that "The main idea behind these methods

is to incorporate machine learning models into the generalized linear mixed model

(GLMM) framework to account for correlation among subjects and longitudinal out-

comes. Many methods employ a process similar to the Expectation-Maximization

algorithm in which a machine learning model is fit, followed by a GLMM fitted with

results or output from the machine learning model, and then the outcome is updated

based on the fitted GLMM. This process is iteratively repeated until convergence is

reached."

Therefore, our research question is defined as to determine the significant genes of the

binary outcome given the measurement of thousands of probes at each measurement

time. We focus on binary outcomes since many medical studies use binary class
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which change over time between classes dynamically. Following, our objective can

be stated as to obtain the most significant genes, in order to distinguish the diseased

and non-diseased group by binary classification where data have spatial and temporal

correlations.

Hence, in this thesis, we propose a three-step sparse boosting model for detecting

the most important genes that classify the individuals into patient or control groups

considering the longitudinal data having spatial and temporal correlations. The es-

timation of parameters and selection of the covariates are conducted simultaneously

in order to improve the prediction performance, as well as the interpretability of the

model.

Following the idea of Yue, Li and Cheng (2019), in the first step, the independence

of the observations is assumed and the estimation of coefficients of logistic regres-

sion is obtained by directly minimizing the binary-cross entrophy loss using boosting

method. Then, in the second step, the temporal correlation is considered by execut-

ing a weight matrix constructed based on the errors made in the first step. Finally,

in the third step, the spatial correlation is added via a weight matrix considering the

correlation structure.

By this approach, we overcome the challenge of obtaining the optimal tuning pa-

rameters, which is a time consuming procedure and is used broadly in Random For-

est, Support Vector Machines, and regularization methods such as Lasso. Therefore,

boosting is considered as an effective alternative tool for high-dimensional modeling,

where base learners are formed to iteratively minimize the regarding loss function.

Also, since boosting leads relatively smaller computational burden, it has much less

over-fitting risk and to incorporate extra constraints it needs simple adjustments. Also,

the assumption of sparsity is usually made when dealing with the high-dimensional

model. Therefore, we work on sparse boosting algorithm. Boosting was proposed

in the computational learning theory literature by Schapire (1990), Freund (1995),

Freund and Schapire (1997). Freund and Schapire (1997) stated that, "To be easy to

implement, effective, and efficient, the objective function L must be amenable to an

efficient search for the best coordinate to adjust, and the amount of adjustment must

also be easy to compute. Moreover, to avoid local minima, convexity and smoothness
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of the function L appear to be useful qualities.".

As realizing our goal, the following contributions is made to the literature. As to our

knowledge, there is no study regarding binary classification with longitudinal data

through boosting algorithm. Moreover, our model can handle spatial and/or temporal

correlation in different steps, while classifying the binary responses.

The remainder chapters of this thesis are organized as follows: In Chapter 2, the

studies about variable selection for longitudinal data, binary classification with lon-

gitudinal data are reviewed and the base articles of this thesis are presented. Chapter

3 discusses the background information that is used in developing the model related

to data and models, introduces the proposed model and assumptions, and the esti-

mation technique of the model. Assessment of the validity of the proposed model is

evaluated in Chapter 4, using different Monte Carlo simulation scenarios, as well as

using a real life data set of Type 1 Diabetes Prediction and Prevention (DIPP) for both

balanced and unbalanced scenarios. Comparison results between our algorithm and

Boruta (Random Forest), Support Vector Machine, Logistic Regression, Ridge Re-

gression, Lasso Regression and Elastic Net are also presented in Chapter 4 for both

simulation study and real data set. Finally, discussion related to the thesis study, its

main findings, implications and limitations have been made and some extension ideas

of the proposed model as future work are presented.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter, we first review the literature on variable (feature) selection studies

for longitudinal data, and then continue with the studies on binary classification with

longitudinal data. After reviewing some related studies, we discuss three main articles

which constitute as a base to this thesis study. Our model is developed by improving

and combining the methodologies that are conducted in those studies.

We review variable selection and binary classification for longitudinal data studies

using known machine learning algorithms such as Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Ma-

chines, Random Forests, Neural Networks and Extreme Value Models.

2.1 Variable Selection for Longitudinal Data

Variable selection methods are first organized into three categories based on the search

mechanisms in the feature subset space; filter methods, wrapper methods and embed-

ded methods. Later, hybrid and ensemble methods are included as separate categories.

Filter methods use the intrinsic properties of data depending on four different kinds of

measurement criteria, i.e. information, dependency, consistency, and distance. Also,

they are independent of the classification or clustering algorithms. These methods’

results are feed into the classification or clustering algorithms as inputs. Yet, they do

not consider variable dependencies, which may poorly affect the performance of the

algorithms. Wrapper methods, actually wrap the search algorithm around the clas-

sification or clustering model by training and evaluating a specific subset of features

in the model. The wrapper methods carry high risk of overfitting compared to filter

methods and they take long time to complete. In embedded methods, variable selec-
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tion is utilized within the classification or clustering models. These methods contain

the advantages of both filter and wrapper methods. Our proposed algorithm also falls

into this category.

Beginning with the filter methods, Thomas et al. (2001) performed a regression anal-

ysis that accounts for the heterogeneity and complexity of the data to identify the

diffentially expressed genes between two groups. They compared their results with t-

tests or Wilcoxon rank sum statistics and stated that they found diffentially expressed

genes with 1% significance at the genomic level using acute myeloid leukemia and

acute lymphoblastic leukemia samples.

Dudoit, Fridlyand and Speed (2002) compared nearest neighbor classifiers, Fisher lin-

ear discriminant analysis, diagonal linear discriminant analysis, classification trees,

bagging and boosting techniques to classify the tumors, based on three published

cancer gene expression data. Before classification, using the ratio of genes’ between-

groups to within-groups sum of squares, they performed a gene selection preprocess.

They used accuracy as the performance measure in comparison study, where they

concluded that diagonal linear discriminant analysis and nearest neighbor classifiers

perform really well compared to the others. Yet, while the former ignored the corre-

lation between genes, the latter handled them in a black box.

Calculation of rank products from replicate experiments based on the analysis of bi-

ological reasoning was proposed by Breitling et al. (2004) to identify differentially

expressed genes under two experimental conditions. Due to the noisiness of the data,

this task was considered as complicated. By this methodology, also the significance

level for each gene could be presented, which provided control of the false-detection

rate and familywise error rate. They utilized their proposed technique on three real

data set and compare it to the non-parametric t-test variant, where their approach per-

formed more reliably and consistently in highly noisy data. Also, they stated that

they established the biologically relevant expression changes by an analysis of the

physiological function of the identified genes.

In their paper, Cantoni, Flemming and Ronchetti (2005) proposed a generalized ver-

sion of Mallows’s Cp (GCp) by adding the rescaled weighted sum of squared error.

In simulation study, they constructed two setups, using noncontaminated and con-
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taminated data in a marginal longitudinal model with logistic link and compared the

behavior of the z-test, the backward stepwise selection procedure and their suggested

method. In z-test, they fitted the full model and selected all the variables that the Wald

test gave a p-value lower than 0.05. In the backward selection, they retained the vari-

ables having a p-value lower than 0.1 based on the Wald test. As a result GCp labeled

as a good model based on the percentage of containing the true model generating the

data. GCp also worked in a more robust way in the simulation study. However, in the

real data application, GCp selected larger models.

Regarding set analysis, rather than individual analysis, Zhang et al. (2011) suggested

a robust nonparametric approach to find whether a set of gene showed a dynamic pat-

tern that differs between multiple treatments or experimental conditions to achieve

reliable type I error. They used permutation tests based on two nonparametric Wald

test statistics. These statistics converged to their limiting distributions. They needed

the limiting distribution, since the number of genes goes to infinity and theoretically

linear mixed models and generalized estimated equations were shown not to be suited

for such data. They conducted simulation study and concluded that the proposed

method has a greater power than other methods, like LME and GEE for various dis-

tributions and heteroscedastic correlation structures.

Bø and Jonassen (2002) proposed a method for ranking genes based on gene pairs’

ability to select gene sets that generalize the differences between experiment classes,

such as healthy versus diseased tissues. They considered gene pairs in their study by

assigning a separation score to the pair. They compared their method with forward

selection and a gene-ranking method based on evaluating each gene separately in

terms of cross-validation prediction accuracy on two public datasets. They showed

that evaluating genes in pairs increases the prediction accuracy, since they identified

some genes "that are not obviously good discriminators alone, but discriminate well

when used in pairs with other genes". Also, they stated that, gene pair selection result

in a more robust way in terms of distinguishing classes.

Gevaert et at. (2006) integrated clinical data patient history, laboratory analysis, ultra-

sound parameters and microarray data using Bayesian networks. They evaluated de-

cision integration, partial integration and full integration methods, and utilized them
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using data on breast cancer patients to classify them into poor and a good prognosis

group. They found that the decision integration where they used a weight of 0.6 for

predicted probabilities of the clinical model and a weight of 0.4 for predicted prob-

abilities of the microarray model, and partial integration performs better in terms of

the area under the ROC curve. Then, again using the areas under the ROC curve,

these two integration methods’ classification performance on the test data were ob-

served and it was seen that the partial integration performs the best. Also, using a

Markov Blanket, they showed that Bayesian networks identified the (in)dependency

relationships with the class variable by selecting the significant variables.

In their study, Ding and Peng (2005) defined a minimum redundancy — maximum

relevance (MRMR) framework and applied it on gene selection, for both categorical

and continuous variables. To combine relevance and redundancy, Mutual Informa-

tion Difference criterion and Mutual Information Quotient criterion were used. To

compare their proposed method, they used Naïve Bayes, linear discriminant analysis,

logistic regression, and support vector machines on six data sets of gene expressions

in terms of accuracy. They reported that "genes selected via MRMR provide a more

balanced coverage of the space and capture broader characteristics of phenotypes".

As for the multiclass prediction, Yeung et al. (2003) developed the uncorrelated

shrunken centroid and error-weighted, uncorrelated shrunken centroid algorithms based

on shrunken centroid, where a sample was assigned to a class based on its nearest av-

erage pattern. The algorithms did not have any assumption regarding the distribution

of data. They used the interdependence structure of genes to select the significant

ones. They utilized their approaches on three real data set and one synthetic data

set, and assessed the prediction accuracy. They also presented a comparison study

with the published results. They concluded that removing highly correlated genes

improves the results.

Moving on to the wrapper methods, Blanco et al. (2004) proposed a new Estimation

of Distribution Algorithms based on The Univariate Marginal Distribution Algorithm

wrapped with Naïve Bayes classification and evaluated the performance using the

accuracy results. The proposed approach was run with two biological data sets. They

showed that the accuracy level of the whole set was significantly improved.
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A comparison between different filter methods and a wrapper sequential search pro-

cedure was carried out by Inza et al. (2004). In the study they used Shannon-entropy,

Euclidean-distance, Kolmogorov-dependence, Kullback Leibler metrics for discrete

data, and P-metric and t-score for continuous data to measure the relation between

gene and the problem class. Then, four classification algorithms, namely k-nearest

neighbor, Naïve Bayes, decision tree, If-Then rule based classification, were used on

two well-known DNA microarray data sets. Along with different results obtained

from different metrics for different classification algorithms, they concluded that if

the variable selection procedure was applied then the accuracy results were better,

compared to the case that the variable selection procedure was not applied.

Ruiz et al. (2006) proposed a heuristic based on the statistical significance of adding

a gene from a ranked-list. Their heuristic began with rankings of genes by any eval-

uation criterion, selected the first ranked gene, then added genes one by one to the

subset of selected genes only if such inclusion improved the classifier accuracy. They

measure the improvement using incremental ranked usefulness. In the comparison

study, the genes were ordered according to their individual predictive power. They

used four real data sets and three representative subset evaluation measures in com-

bination with sequential forward search engine; sequential forward, fast correlation-

based filter algorithm that exploits SF search and consistency based filter algorithm

that again exploited SF search for the comparison. Also, they chose three classifi-

cation algorithms as Naïve Bayes, an instance-based algorithm and a decision tree

algorithm, and evaluate the accuracy of the algorithms utilizing the selected genes. In

conclusion, their proposed heuristic selected small subset of genes from the original

set while performing on predicting as well as other methods.

Gruebner et al. (2016) assessed the spatial distribution of post disaster mental health

wellness and general wellness. They showed predictors behave differently for dif-

ferent geographic space. They applied the spatial scan statistic and geographically

weighted regression. Using a cohort study of Hurricane Ike survivors, they found

spatial clusters of high likelihood wellness and spatial concentrations of low likeli-

hood wellness.

In addition, Hsu, Finkelstein and Schoenfeld (2018) aimed to discover the groups of
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genes associated with the disease process and they used the binary or failure time

outcomes added to the clustering algorithm. They developed a Bayesian approach.

Their model was a linear model with normally distributed cluster specific random

effects for the longitudinal gene expression trajectory, and they applied an MCMC

algorithm. They assumed, the genes within each cluster could be expressed as the

sum of a random effect, specific to the observation, the cluster and the independent

error term. They used microarray data collected from trauma patients and compared

the results with and without the outcome.

As an embedded method, Díaz-Uriarte and Alvarez de Andrés (2006) proposed the

random forest method as a variable selection algorithm due to some advantages of it,

like noise handling, utilization for more than two classification class, usage when the

number of variables is much larger than the number of observations and measurement

of variable importance. They used both simulated and nine real data sets, for the com-

parison of "Diagonal Linear Discriminant Analysis, K nearest neighbor and Support

Vector Machines with linear kernel" and they concluded that random forests often

chooses very small sets of genes while having comparable performance to others.

Guyon et al. (2002) proposed Support Vector Machine methods based on Recursive

Feature Elimination to select significant genes. Using two real data sets, they showed

SVM takes into consideration of mutual information between genes which affects

the classification performance. They compared SVM with the baseline method that

makes implicit orthogonality assumptions and report better classification performance

and are biologically relevant to cancer.

A method for variable selection and classification using the ROC technique was pro-

posed by Ma and Huang (2005), where they used "a sigmoid approximation to the

area under the ROC curve as the objective function for classification and the thresh-

old gradient descent regularization method for estimation and biomarker selection".

As an approximation method, they used sigmoid maximum rank correlation. They

used one simulated data and two real data sets in their comparison study, where logis-

tic model is compared. As a conclusion, their proposed technique performed well in

terms of classification whereas it was not necessarily optimal for all data sets, since

area under the ROC curve and classification error were two different measures of
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classification performance.

Longitudinal data was also modeled using a tensor based approached by Chen, Xu

and Bi (2018). To analyze longitudinal data and select variables, they proposed a

tensor based quadratic interference function which took into consideration of within

subject correlation. The model coefficient, a k-mode tensor, was decomposed into

a summation of k tensors of the same dimension. Also, for the variable selection,

they introduced a tensor latent norm as a group penalty. They used a linearized block

coordinate descent algorithm for the optimization problem and used both synthetic

and real data to illustrate the results of their proposed model.

Huang and Pan (2020) introduced a "smoothly clipped absolute deviation-based and

least absolute shrinkage and selection operator-based penalized joint generalized es-

timating equation methods to simultaneously model the mean and correlations for

longitudinal binary data, together with variable selection in the mean model". In the

penalization approach, to calculate the tuning parameter, they used quasi-generalized

cross-validation. Also, the correlation matrix was modeled through a specific para-

metric form. In simulation study, they evaluated model fitting and variable selection

performance of the proposed Penalized joint generalized estimating equations for lon-

gitudinal binary data. They showed that their proposed method produced better vari-

able selection consistency and parameter estimation accuracy compared to existing

penalized generalized estimating equation methods.

Binary Mixed Model (BiMM) forest method was developed by Speiser (2021) which

incorporated random forest into generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) framework.

The author utilized the model using clustered and longitudinal data with binary out-

comes. In the simulation study that the author carried on, the comparison between

BiMM forest with backward elimination, BiMM forest with stepwise selection, Lasso

and GLLM with backward elimination. The simulation study results suggested that

BiMM forest with backward elimination had the highest number of correctly identi-

fied features, the highest accuracy score and lowest computational time compared to

other methods in some scenarios and it obtained similar results in the other scenarios.

In addition, the author run the model to predict mobility disability in older adults us-

ing the Health, Aging and Body Composition Study dataset and the results turned out
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to be similar to other models in terms of accuracy and specificity, while BiMM forest

with backward elimination having the highest sensitivity.

Klén et al. (2020) introduced a robust linear mixed binary classifier that can in-

corporate the data with unaligned time points. They compared their model using

four simulated data with linear mixed-effects model, linear feature extraction, logit

mixed-effects regression, Lasso, random forests, support vector machines and neural

networks in terms of sensitivity and specificity. In all scenarios, their model had the

highest sensitivity and specificity results where all methods had fairly good perfor-

mances. Also, again the same algorithms were run using three different sets of real

data, both their method and random forest obtained high specificity and sensitivity

results.

In their study, Liu et al. (2018) combined double RBF-kernels with weighted analysis

to identify relevant variables in gene expression data for Cancer classification. Filter

based methods such as χ2-statistic, maximum relevance and minimum redundancy,

Relief-F, Information Gain and Fisher Score were used on four different real data

sets, in the comparison part of their study. As the comparison metrics, accuracy,

true positive rate and true negative rate were chosen. In conclusion, their method

outperformed all other used methods in terms of classification accuracy, true positive

and negative rates, and in the identification of cancer genes.

2.2 Binary Classification with Longitudinal Data

Within the context of binary classification of longitudinal data, very broad range of

methods has been used including logistic regression, functional models like quadratic

inference function, boosting models and deep learning based models.

Serban, Staicu and Carroll (2013) proposed a logistic regression conditioned on three

latent processes describing the within and between variability and the cross-dependence

of the repeated longitudinal measurements. They assumed an approximation to the

logistic link function. They also compared linear and exponential approximation to

logistic regression function. They assumed the correlation between two functional

observation tail off as the distance between their associated points increases. The
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relationship between the functional data and the latent process was stated as non-

linear. They compared linear and exponential approximations to the logistic regres-

sion function in a simulation study, where they stated that "the linear approximation

is computationally efficient whereas the exponential approximation applies for rare

events functional data". Based on this computational efficiency, they recommended

linear approximation approach for the estimation of the within covariance and spatial

dependence.

Logistic prediction model which utilized the extensive research on identifying differ-

entially expressed genes based on the false discovery rate and incorporates the sign

of the coefficients as random effects was proposed by Liao and Chin (2007). To esti-

mate the number of significant genes to be included in the logistic regression and the

shrinkage parameter in penalized likelihood, they used a parametric bootstrap model

based on the prediction error as the Brier Score. Two real data sets were used to

measure the performance of the proposed method, where they reported very accurate

results.

Vogl et al. (2015) used an elastic net regularized generalized linear model regression

to predict if and when retinal disease recurrence occurs in the future. Time-to-event

was predicted by using Cox proportional hazard model. They proposed a “data-driven

algorithm to identify spatio-temporal predictive imaging biomarkers or signatures in

longitudinal medical imaging data". They overcame the sparsity by making relevant

coefficients nonzero by minimizing the regularized negative partial log-likelihood.

They conducted cross-validation experiments, where they demonstrated that predic-

tive and interpretable features were identified in the spatio-temporal signature. Also,

they compared their model with elastic net in terms of mean absolute error and con-

cluded that their model obtained lower MAE.

In addition, functional models for classification of longitudinal data are studied. Func-

tional data analysis uses infinite dimensional data. For example, Müller (2005), ex-

tended generalized functional linear model to the case of sparse longitudinal predic-

tors and addressed irregular noisy data. This approach included binary regression

models for longitudinal data. The author utilized binomial functional regression for

sparse data and using the one-leave-out prediction error criterion, the author obtain
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26.54% overall misclassification rate.

Wang and Qu (2014) developed a new classifier QIFC that built on the model in-

formation derived from the quadratic inference function for longitudinal data. They

defined the shortest distance to the subject based on the information between the

longitudinal responses and covariates for each class, then classification was done ac-

cording to that shortest distance. They stated that "for finite sample applications, this

enables one to overcome the difficulty in estimating covariance matrices while still

incorporating correlation into the classifier". They showed that QIFC performs better

than the functional data classifier, support vector machine, logistic regression, linear

discriminant analysis, Naïve Bayes and the decision tree algorithms in a simulation

study. They also used two different real data sets to assess the performance of their

proposed algorithm in terms of classification errors, where QIFC performs again the

best.

Hyun, et al. (2016) developed a spatio-temporal Gaussian process framework which

used a functional principal component model to capture a large proportion of spatio-

temporal dependence structure and a partition parametric space-time covariance model

to capture some local spatio-temporal correlations. They developed a three-stage es-

timation procedure using kriging technique. They stated that, their model could cap-

ture non-stationary and non-separable spatio-temporal dependence structure because

of strong heterogeneity in longitudinal data with a small number of parameters. They

used two real datasets to illustrate their results.

Lee (2019) developed a deep learning-based python package to provide the precon-

structed deep learning architecture for a classification of biomarkers from multimodal

data, which could work on both time series and non-time series data. In the con-

structed framework, there existed two phases; in the first phase, recurrent neural net-

work with the extension of gated recurrent unit was adopted to obtain learning feature

representation. In the second phase, they stated that any classification algorithm can

be utilized, and they used linear regression with l1-regularization as the classification

algorithm due to easy interpretability of the coefficients. They utilized their model

on simulated multimodal time series data and real data set to validate the expectation

of higher accuracy by combining the linear model and the deep learning model. To
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compare, they used logistic regression, random forest and support vector machine

algorithms in the simulated data as well, where their method performed the best in

terms of classification accuracy based on modality of the data.

2.3 The Base Articles

Now, we review the three main articles which have ideas to be improved and com-

bined for this thesis. The first main study we considered was carried out by Yue, Li

and Cheng (2019). They proposed two-step sparse boosting approach for variable

selection and model-based prediction where they used boosting to provide the inte-

gration between them. They stated that, the available regularization methods for vari-

able selection needed the optimal tuning parameters for the degree of regularization,

which was a time-consuming numerical procedure. Hence, they considered boost-

ing algorithms as an alternative. Also, in their nonparametric model, the regression

coefficients varied as functions of covariates. Balanced longitudinal data was used

with a continuous outcome, in high dimensional varying coefficient models. In the

first step, the independence of subjects was assumed, and sparse boosting technique

was applied to facilitate an estimate of the correlation structure. Again, using sparse

boosting in the second step, they overcame the independence assumption, considered

the within subject correlation and conducted variable selection and parameter esti-

mation simultaneously. In this step, they used weighted least square loss function in

the boosting algorithm. The advantage of their algorithm was illustrated by extensive

numerical examples, and as a real example, an application of yeast cell cycle gene

expression data was used.

Since our response will be binary and the boosting approach produces accurate pre-

diction results, we reviewed the boosting algorithms for binary classification to im-

prove the above study. Friedman, Hastie and Tibshirani (2000) and Friedman (2001)

showed boosting methods can be used as stagewise estimation procedures for fitting

an additive logistic regression model which minimize an exponential criterion (which

to second order is equivalent to the binomial log-likelihood). Also, they proposed

a boosting procedure which optimizes the Bernoulli log-likelihood, since the only

justification for exponential criterion was it has a widely used population minimizer.
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Menezes, Liska, Cirillo and Vivanco (2016) used the results of the previous studies,

that boosting can be viewed as a method for functional estimation, and compared the

logistic regression models for binary classification: one was estimated by maximum

likelihood procedure, the other was estimated using the Binomial Boosting algorithm.

They used coronary heart disease data to illustrate and concluded that logistic regres-

sion estimated via Binomial Boosting produces lower values of the information cri-

teria AIC and BIC, higher sensitivity, specificity and accuracy, lower rates of false

positive and false negative, making it a better fit where the response is binary.

Adewale, Dinu and Yasui (2010) proposed two new variants of boosting algorithms

with correlated binary responses in order to overcome the correlation characteristic

of longitudinal data. First one considered the generic functional gradient descent al-

gorithm with a weighted L2 loss function, which was actually weighted least squares

loss with the variance-covariance matrix accounting for the correlation in the data.

A direct likelihood optimization boosting approach via approximation was modified

as the second method. They defined likelihood-based boosting as “a stagewise opti-

mization of the likelihood of a variety of link functions and distributions in the expo-

nential family of distributions”. For correlated data, they proposed a likelihood-based

boosting via generalized linear mixed model and setting the random effect to zero.

They evaluated the performances and computer efficiencies by a simulation study

and illustrated the first method with the real data on acute lymphoblastic leukemia.

They found that both of them performed well, but the computational efficiency of the

generic functional gradient descent algorithm exceeded the other.

We can summarize these three main articles and their connection to our thesis as in

the following table:
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Table 2.1: The summary of four main articles

Source The parts we adopted Our contributions

Yue, Li and

Cheng (2019)

• Stepwise sparse

boosting

• Adopt it for binary response

• Include spatial correlation

Menezes, Liska,

Cirillo and Vi-

vanco (2016)

• Logistic Regression

estimated using

boosting algorithm

for binary outcome

• Modify to use in stepwise

sparse boosting

Adewale, Dinu

and Yasui (2010)

• The generic gradi-

ent boosting algo-

rithm with a loss

function

• The likelihood op-

timization boosting

algorithm

• Modify to use in stepwise

sparse boosting
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CHAPTER 3

BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND METHODOLOGY

Following the idea of Yue, Li and Cheng (2019), where they developed a two-step

sparse boosting method to conduct variable selection and estimation simultaneously

for varying coefficient model with longitudinal data and continuous response, we

developed a three-step sparse boosting algorithm with binary response.

3.1 Background Information

In this section, background information is provided related to the longitudinal data,

logistic regression and boosting techniques.

3.1.1 Related to Data

3.1.1.1 Features of Longitudinal Data with Binary Outcome

A longitudinal study is considered as an investigation where participant outcomes

and possibly treatments or exposures are collected at multiple follow-up times. Lon-

gitudinal studies play a key role in epidemiology, clinical research and therapeutic

evaluation. Many medical studies are longitudinal in nature because the purpose of

using the same individuals is to observe any measurable change over a period of time,

and binary response data commonly occur in such studies. Also, as a micro-level

analysis, the same individuals can be compared over time. Therefore, it shows how

changing properties of individuals fit into systemic change and enables clear recom-

mendation for interventions to be made, since the timing of new occurrence can be

correlated with recent change in subject exposure. In addition, the temporal order
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of outcomes are observed. Also, within-subject changes, over time can be explicitly

modeled along with the outcome’s relationship with time-varying predictors. It is

in-depth and comprehensive coverage of a wide range of variables, also individual

specific effects and population heterogeneity can be analyzed.

Longitudinal studies have some challenges. First of all, longitudinal data is corre-

lated. As mentioned, it consist of repeated measurements on each subject, and hence

these repeated measurements are collected within subjects. Therefore, longitudinal

data analysis requires special statistical techniques for valid analysis and inference

which takes into account of the possibility of correlations between responses given

by the same individual. If such correlation is ignored then inferences such as statisti-

cal tests or confidence intervals can be invalid. Due to these correlation, the distance

between measurements on different subjects is usually expected to be greater than the

distance between repeated measurements taken on the same subject. The amount of

variation from subject-to-subject in the overall level of response and the magnitude

of variation in the trend over time in the response can be useful in determining the

types of correlated data regression models that would be appropriate. To understand

the components of variation, correlation characterization is important.

The second challenge is obtaining the results in a longitudinal study taking a long

time. Again because of this long time, the participation can decrease or mortality

of the subjects can heighten over time, which can lead to risk of bias. If subjects

that are followed to the planned end of study differ from subjects who discontinue

follow-up then a naive analysis may provide summaries that are not representative of

the original target population.

Thirdly, it is important to note that, although longitudinal study associate changes in

exposure with changes in the outcome of interest, the direction of causality can be

complicated, because there can be reciprocal influence between exposure and out-

come.

Also, in many studies, this repeated measurements do not have to be at prespecified

occasions. Instead, individuals may be measured at irregular intervals, with those

having a history of poorer health outcomes being measured with somewhat greater

frequency and regularity.
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In addition, the data set can be unbalanced which means that the number of measure-

ments are not equal for each individual subject, because some subjects can appear in

the study for the first time after the first measurements are done, or some subjects can

drop out before final measurements.

Another challenge can be stated for the binary outcome in a longitudinal study. When

outcomes of a linear model are normally distributed, the ‘marginal effects’, or av-

erage differences for subpopulations defined by differing covariate values, are the

same as ‘subject specific effects’ or expected differences for individual subjects un-

der different covariate values. However, this not the case for binary outcome, where

a nonlinear link function is needed to provide a realistic connection between a linear

predictor and the mean of the observable variable (the probability of the outcome)

(Neuhaus, 1992; Diggle et al., 1994).

In practice, full likelihood-based methods for fitting of marginal models for discrete

longitudinal data have proven to be very challenging for the following reasons: "(i) it

can be conceptually difficult to model higher-order associations in a flexible and in-

terpretable manner that is consistent with the model for the marginal expectations, (ii)

given a marginal model for the vector of repeated outcomes, the multinomial proba-

bilities cannot, in general, be expressed in closed-form as a function of the model pa-

rameters, and (iii) the number of multinomial probabilities grows exponentially with

the number of repeated measures" (Parzen et al., 2011). For example, the typical gen-

eralized linear mixed (logistic regression) model with normal random effects, which

provide inferences about variability between respondents, does not provide a simple

expression for the marginal odds ratios for a one unit increase in each covariate, given

the other covariate values for a binary outcome. In general, a feature of random ef-

fects logistic regression models for longitudinal binary data is that the marginal func-

tional form, when integrated over the distribution of the random effects, is no longer

of logistic form. Because the marginal likelihood function cannot be evaluated in a

closed form, there are computational problems in fitting a model to a binary outcome

longitudinal data, along with greater complexity of parameter interpretation. These

problems especially occur when there is minimal replication in occasions within indi-

viduals in longitudinal data. It is stated that, in a typical longitudinal epidemiological

study, there are rarely as many as ten occasions of measurement.
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3.1.1.2 Covariates on Genetics

Some examples of covariates in an analysis of longitudinal study in a clinical setting

include:

• Demographic covariates such as age, sex, ethnicity,

• Renal impairment,

• Genetic makeup of drug metabolizing enzymes,

• Repetitive medication,

• Environmental factors (such as smoking),

• Specific diet,

• Age-specific penetrance function,

• The lung-function measurement,

• Gene flow, inbreeding, genetic drift,

• Personal treatment assignment,

• Well-established major genetic factors,

• Biometric traits such as weight, height, body mass index (BMI), percentage

body fat (PBF, measured by bioimpedance) and waist-to-hip ratio (WHR), femoral

neck bone mineral density (BMD), forearm BMD, lumbar spine BMD,

• Exposures from industrial, environmental or iatrogenic sources,

• Allelic heterogeneity: When two or more alleles of a single locus are indepen-

dently associated with the same trait,

• Locus heterogeneity: When two or more DNA variations in distinct genetic loci

are independently associated with the same trait,

• Phenocopy: The presence of a disease phenotype that has a non-genetic (ran-

dom or environmental) basis,
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• Trait heterogeneity: When a trait, or disease, has been defined with insufficient

specificity such that it is actually two or more distinct underlying traits,

• Phenotypic variability: Variation in the degree, severity or age of onset of symp-

toms exhibited by persons who actually have the same trait or disease process,

• Gene–gene interaction: When two or more DNA variations interact either di-

rectly (DNA–DNA or DNA–mRNA interactions), to change transcription or

translation levels, or indirectly by way of their protein products, to alter disease

risk separate from their independent effects,

• Gene–environment interaction:When a DNA variation interacts with an envi-

ronmental factor, such that their combined effect is distinct from their indepen-

dent effects,

• Hematopoietic phenotypes (hemoglobin, HbA1c, mean cell hemoglobin [MCH],

MCH concentration, mean cell volume, number of platelets, packed cell vol-

ume, and red blood cell count),

• Immune-related phenotypes (Crohn disease, inflammatory bowel disease, ul-

cerative colitis, and rheumatoid arthritis),

• Metabolic phenotypes (age of menarche, fasting glucose, fasting insulin, high-

density lipoprotein [HDL], HOMA-B, HOMA-IR, low-density lipoprotein [LDL],

triglycerides [TG], type 2 diabetes, and total cholesterol [TC] levels),

• Neurological phenotypes (schizophrenia),

• Social phenotypes (college and educational attainment).

3.1.1.3 Handling Missing Data

In longitudinal data analysis, missing values arise whenever one or more of the se-

quences of measurements from subjects within the study are incomplete. This in-

completeness can be due to measurements not being taken because of subject’s ill-

ness, being lost or subjects dropping out of the study. The reason why the values are

missing is essential in the sense that whether their being missing has any bearing on
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the outcome. For example, consider a sequence of atypically low (or high) values

on a particular measurement being drop out. Dropouts carry particular importance

since they cannot provide any further outcome information. This can lead to biased

estimate of regression parameters, which is the case that the probability of the miss-

ingness is associated with outcomes. If the missingness is not due to dropouts, then

they are called intermittent missing values.

3.1.1.3.1 Approaches to Analysis with Missing Data

In the literature, there exist several statistical approaches that attempt to reduce bias

due to missing data:

1. Imputation of missing data. Imputation means to fill missing data which re-

quire a model that links the missing data to the observed data. Last observation

carried forward method is an example of imputation, which extrapolates the last

observed measurement for the subject in question to the remainder of the study.

This extrapolation can be carried out relative to an estimate of a time trend,

rather than a constant level. This method results in conservative assessment of

subjects showing improvement over the duration of the study.

2. Modeling of the missing data process. Dropouts can be modeled by selection

models, pattern mixture models and random effects models. Selection models

separate the log-likelihood into two components, one for the parameters of the

measurement sub-model, the other for the parameters of the dropout sub-model.

Pattern mixture model is an alternative factorization of the joint distribution

used by the selection models.

Random effect models formalize the intuitive idea that a subject’s pattern of

response in a study is likely to depend on many characteristics of that subject,

including some which are not observable. These unobservable characteristics

are included in the model as random effects.

3. Weighting the available data to account for missing data by the use of inverse

probability or non-response weighting.
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4. Discarding all incomplete sequences. This method has the potential to intro-

duce bias if the missing value process and measurement process are related,

since the complete cases cannot be assumed to be a random sample with re-

spect to the distribution of the measurements. In other words, the incomplete

data from the subjects who have missing measurements provide additional in-

formation about the properties of the underlying measurement process condi-

tional on completion.

It is important to note that these methods can be applied to random missing data rather

than informative missing data. Informative missing data can lead to bias which can

not be corrected simply through modeling since the link between the probability of

missingness to the unobserved data is not known. In this case some form of sensitivity

analysis to characterize plausible estimates based on various missingness assumptions

can be used.

3.1.2 Related to Models

3.1.2.1 Logistic Regression and Boosting

First of all, since our outcome is binary, we use a binary logistic regression model,

which is a particular case of generalized linear models. Logistic Regression can be

considered as a discriminative model, where only the conditional distribution of the

binary output y given the inputs x and model parameters β is modeled. This condi-

tional probability has a particular parametric form, which is a sigmoid function of a

linear combinations of covariates. Let us suppose that the inputs are x ∈ Rp, then the

logistic regression model for the conditional distribution over Y given x and β is:

p(y | x, β) = Bernoulli(σ(β · x)) (3.1)

where σ : R → (0, 1) is the sigmoid function given by σ(t) = 1
1+e−t . Since σ maps

R → (0, 1), hence it can be interpreted as a probability. Thus, in 3.1, Y is modeled

as Bernoulli random variable with expectation σ(β · x). Hence, σ(βTxi) = µi. As a

result, σ(β · x) can be interpreted as estimating the probability that Y = 1.
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Basically, logistic regression calculates the probability of a specific event, p (x). A

logistic transformation is needed to allow any value of independent variables in the

model to have a corresponding outcome in the range of (0, 1). This logistic transfor-

mation is called logit and applied as follows:

logit (p (x)) = log

(
p (x)

1− p (x)

)
= β0 + β1x1 + ...+ βpxp (3.2)

As long as it is greater than 1, the base of the logarithm function has a little impor-

tance, but the natural logarithm with base e is the one most often used. The ratio

p (x) / (1− p (x)) is called the odds. Generally, the coefficients are estimated using

maximum likelihood method. However, due to the nonlinear nature of the equations,

there is no closed-form solution, and, hence, iterative approaches are used.

Then, following the idea of our base article, Yue, Li and Cheng (2019), we inves-

tigated the usage of logistic regression and boosting techniques, where Friedman,

Hastie and Tibshirani (2000) developed LogitBoost based on the idea of a direct inter-

pretation of boosting as a method for function estimation. They showed that boosting

can be interpreted as a “stagewise, additive in the covariates approach". This stage-

wise component actually provided the variable selection methods where "(i) variables

were included sequentially in a stepwise regression, (ii) the coefficients of variables

already included receive no further adjustment".

Originally, boosting algorithms are considered as an ensemble methods, since the un-

derlying idea of boosting is that it is possible to obtain a strong learner by combining

weak learners. Strong and weak learner can be defined as follows. Assume that x is

random sample from distribution D and y = h∗(x) for some function h∗. Given that

some class of functions H such that h∗ ∈ H , an algorithm is said a strong learner if it

can take enough observations and output h ∈ H such that P (|h∗(x)−h(x)| > ϵ) < δ

∀ϵ, δ > 0. On the other hand, a weak learner can output h ∈ H for some specific

constants ϵ0, δ0 > 0. Weak learners can be exemplified as a simple linear function,

regression splines or random trees. It can be explained as, in boosting, each new

model is a fit on a modified version of the original data set, in order to do that, it

uses a weak learner. Here, the idea is to improve upon the predictions of the previous

model, which is to include predictive power from multiple, overlapping regions of
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the variable space and obtain a strong learner. The first type of boosting is adaptive

boosting and it fits another model to the residuals of the previous model and improves

it by doing so. It begins fitting the model by equal weights of each observation, then

after evaluating the first model, the weights of difficult to classify observations are

increased while the other ones are decreased. Hence, the second model built on the

weighted data. The subsequent models help to classify observations that are not well

classified by the previous model. Therefore, predictions of the final ensemble model

are the weighted sum of the predictions made by the previous models.

AdaBoost was the firstly introduced boosting algorithm by Freund and Schapire (1997)

which was used for classification problems and proven to produce very good predic-

tion accuracy results. Later, Breiman (1999, 2001) showed that AdaBoost algorithm

can be seen as a gradient descent algorithm in function space which was considered

as break through observation and led to other context where boosting techniques can

be used in different contexts besides classification, like regression, density estimation,

survival analysis, etc.

Also, it was shown by Friedman, Hastie and Tibshirani (2000), AdaBoost implicitly

minimizes exponential loss function, which is equivalent to a second-order binomial

log-likelihood criterion. They considered Adaptive Boosting as a generalized ad-

ditive model and then they applied the cost function of logistic regression. Hence,

by this relationship, they proposed LogitBoost that directly optimizes the binomial

log-likelihood. LogitBoost was stated as fitting an additive logistic regression mod-

els through a stagewise optimization of the binomial log-likelihood. They used an

adaptive Newton method for LogitBoost model. Rather than minimizing error with

respect to y, it minimized the weighted least squares error of the function with respect

to log-likelihood error. Therefore, LogitBoost became a variant of generalization of

AdaBoost to Gradient Boosting in order to handle a variety of loss functions, in this

case, namely binomial log-likelihood loss. It focuses on the loss function rather than

weak learners. Because, boosting is an iterative method, first we need an initialization

step which consist of a starting point, a step size and the number of iterations. Letting

f(x) be a binary classification model, the algorithm is given as the following:
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Algorithm 1 LogitBoost (two classes)

1. Start with weights wi = 1/N i = 1, 2, . . . , N , F (x) = 0 and probability

estimates p(xi) = 1/2.

2. Repeat for m = 1, 2, . . . ,M :

(a) Compute the working response and weights

zi =
y∗i − p(xi)

p(xi)(1− p(xi))
,

wi = p(xi)(1− p(xi)).

(b) Fit the function fm(x) by a weighted least-squares regression of zi to xi

using weights wi.

(c) Update F (x)← F (x) + 1
2
fm(x) and p(x)← (eF (x))/(eF (x) + e−F (x)).

3. Output the classifier sgn[F (x)] = sing[
∑M

m=1 fm(x)]

Here M can be a predefined number, it is stated that usually 1000 is enough, or it

can be the number where convergence occurs, or it can be the number that minimizes

the cross-validated error, or it can be set by shrinkage method using predetermined

small positive number called learning rate. Now, moving to Gradient Boosting, which

trains many models in a gradual, additive and sequential manner. The major differ-

ence between adaptive boosting and gradient boosting is the former uses high weight

data points while the latter uses gradient in the loss function. The loss function is

a measure indicating how good model’s coefficients are fitting the underlying data.

Therefore, it allows one to optimize a user specified loss function. The loss functions

can be categorized as follows; squared error, absolute error, Huber and Quantile loss

functions for continuous outcome; binomial and exponential loss functions for cat-

egorical outcome, loss functions for survival models, loss functions for counts data,

and customized loss functions for other types of outcome. Hence, the algorithm for

gradient boosting is the following:
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Algorithm 2 Gradient Boosting
1. Initialize the model with a constant value where γ is the step size:

F0(x) = argmin
γ

n∑
i=1

L(yi, γ).

2. For m = 1 to M :

• Compute the gradient of the loss function, i.e., pseudo-residuals,

rim = −
[
∂L(yi, F (xi))

∂F (xi)

]
F (x)=Fm−1(x)

for i = 1, . . . , n.

• Fit a model hm(x) to pseudo-residuals calculated from the gradient of the

loss function.

• Compute step magnitude multiplier γm.

• Update Fm(x) = Fm−1(x) + γmhm(x)

Mason et al. (1999) defined a class of algorithms called AnyBoost, as "gradient de-

scent algorithms for choosing linear combinations of elements of an inner product

space so as to minimize some cost (loss) functional". The margin of (x, y) with re-

spect to the classifier sgn(F (x)) was defined as yF (x), where the voted combinations

of classifiers was defined as follows:

F (x) =
T∑
t=1

wtft(x) (3.6)

Here ft : X → {±1} are base classifiers from some fixed class F and wt ∈ R are the

classifiers weights.

Given a set S = {(x1, y1), · · · , (xm, ym)} of m labeled data generated according toD,

a voted combination of classifiers of the form described above so thatPD(sgn(F (x)) ̸=
y) is small is tried to be constructed. It is stated by Mason et al. (1999), "That is, the

probability that F incorrectly classifies a random data is small. Since D is unknown

and we are only given a training set S, we take the approach of finding voted classi-

fiers which minimize the sample average of some loss function of the margin. That
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is, for a set S, find F such that

C(F ) =
1

m

m∑
i=1

C(yiF (xi)) (3.7)

is minimized for some suitable loss function C : R → R (the notation C is used for

loss function not to confuse with likelihood function notation).".

One way to produce a weighted combination of classifiers 3.7, which was proposed

by Mason et al. (1999) was by gradient descent in function space, at each iteration

a base classifier was chosen to be included in the combination so as to maximally

reduce the loss function. The idea of performing gradient descent in function space in

this way was due to Breiman (1999). Mason et al. (1999) viewed the base classifier

f ∈ F and their combinations F as elements of an inner product space (X , ⟨, ⟩). In

this case, they stated that, X was a linear space of functions that contained lin(F),
the set of all linear combinations of functions in F , and the inner product was defined

by for all F,G ∈ lin(F):

⟨F,G⟩ := 1

m

m∑
i=1

F (xi)G(xi) (3.8)

However, this algorithm is valid for any inner product definition.

Now, suppose we have a function F ∈ F and a new f ∈ F is sought to add to F

so that the cost C(F + ϵf) decreases, for some small value of ϵ. In other words, the

direction f in function space is sought such that C(F + ϵf) most rapidly decreases.

Then, they define

C(F + ϵf) = C(F ) + ϵ ⟨∇C(F ), f⟩ (3.9)

and the greatest reduction in loss will occur for the f which maximizes−⟨∇C(F ), f⟩.

Then, the algorithm developed by them is given as Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 AnyBoost
Require:

■ An inner product space (X , ⟨, ⟩) containing functions mapping from X to some

set Y .

■ A class of base classifiers F ∈ X .

■ A differentiable loss function C : lin(F)→ R.

■ A weak learner L(F ) that accepts F ∈ lin(F) and returns f ∈ F with a large

value of −⟨∇C(F ), f⟩.
Let F0(x) := 0.

for t := 0 to T do

Let ft+1 := L(Ft).

if −⟨∇C(Ft), ft+1⟩ ≤ 0 then

return Ft.

end if

Choose wt+1.

Let Ft+1 := Ft + wt+1ft+1

end for

return FT+1

The algorithm terminates when −⟨∇C(Ft)ft+1 ≤ 0⟩; when a base classifier ft+1 no

longer points in the downhill direction of the loss function C(F ).

In addition, they propose a normalized version of AnyBoost that only returns func-

tions in the convex hull of the base classifier class F , since returning any arbitrary

linear combination of elements of the base classifier class has the potential to cause

overfitting. The difference is the algorithm require the differentiable loss functional

C : co(F) → R and the weak learner accepts F ∈ co(F). In addition, the stopping

criterion shifts to −⟨∇C(Ft)ft+1 − Ft ≤ 0⟩.

They also showed that AdaBoost and LogitBoost (which uses logistic loss) implicitly

minimize some margin loss function by gradient descent, and hence they could be

considered as special cases of AnyBoost. AdaBoost involves C(yF (x)) = e−yF (x)

as the loss function, f : X → [−1, 1] as the base classifier and the optimal step-

size is found via line search at each round. LogitBoost is AnyBoost with the loss
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function C(α) = log2(1 + e−2α) and step-size chosen via single Newton-Raphson

step. Therefore, it can be deducted that the major variation among many boosting

algorithms is the loss function.

The Sparse Boosting used by Yue et al. (2019) was developed by Bühlmann and Yu

(2006) as the SparseL2Boost algorithm; which utilized a model selection criterion to

estimate out-sample prediction error by using a measure of complexity of boosting,

which is presented as Algorithm 4. Yue et al. (2019) explained sparse boosting as

"iteratively pursuing gradient descending in function space using penalized empiri-

cal risk function which integrate squared loss and complexity of boosting measure".

Büehlmann and Yu (2006) stated that rather than minimizing the error loss, one may

reduce the out-of-sample prediction error, where "This is not exactly achievable since

the out-of sample prediction error is unknown. However, it can be estimated using a

model selection criterion.". To do so, a measure of complexity of boosting is needed,

which can be defined via boosting operator.

Then, the boosting operator can be defined as, Bm : Rn → Rn by BmY = F̂m where

F̂m is the boosting estimate in iteration m. Hence,

Bm = I − (I − νHŝm) · · · (I − νHŝ1) (3.10)

where ŝm denotes the selector in iteration m and Hŝ is the hat operator given by the

matrix:

Hŝ = X(ŝ)
(
X(ŝ)

)T
, X(j) =

(
X

(j)
1 , . . . , X(j)

n

)T

. (3.11)

Then, the degrees of freedom for boosting is the trace of boosting operator, trace(Bm).

In the algorithm, it is stated that "Since the selector S̃m depends not only on the cur-

rent residuals, but also explicitly on all previous boosting iterations through S̃1, . . . , S̃m−1

via the trace of Bm(S), the estimate of base procedure is not a function of the current

residuals only. This implies that boosting cannot be represented as a linear combina-

tion of base procedures, each of them acting on residuals only.".
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Algorithm 4 SparseL2Boost

Step 1 (initialization). F̂0 ≡ 0 and set m = 0.

Step 2. Increase m by 1.

Search for the best selector

S̃m = argmin
S∈Γ

T (Y, trace(Bm(S))),

S = I − (I −HS)(I − υHS̃m−1
) · · · (I − υHS̃1

),

(for m = 1: B1(S) = HS)

Fit the residuals Ui = Yi− F̂m−1(Xi) (i = 1, · · · , n) with the base procedure using

the selected S̃m which yields a function estimate

f̂m(.) = ĝS̃m;(X,U)(.)

where ĝS;(X,U)(.) corresponds to the hat operatorHS from the base procedure.

Step 3 (update). Update,

F̂m(.) = F̂m−1(.) + υf̂m(.)

Step 4 (iteration). Repeat Steps 2 and 3 for a large number of iterations M .

Step 5 (stopping). Estimate the stopping iteration by

m̂ = argmin
1≤m≤M

T (Y, trace(Bm)), Bm = (I − υHS̃m
) · · · (I − υHS̃1

)
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The final estimate is F̂m̂(.).

The selected S̃m in SparseL2Boost minimizes a model selection criterion over all

possible selectors rather than S̃m that minimized the residual sum of squares.

For the initialization of boosting algorithm, Bühlmann and Hothorn (2007) suggested

that a parametric form of f̂ [0](.) can be estimated by maximum likelihood.

Stopping Criteria for boosting iterations can be established by the use of information

criteria like AIC which incorporates the degrees of freedom calculated based on the

trace of Hat Matrix. Pursuing this way eliminates the need of some sort of cross-

validation to calculate the stopping criteria.

3.1.2.2 Loss Functions

Assume that examples (x, y) are randomly generated according to some unknown

probability distributionD on X×Y where X is the space of measurements, X ⊆ Rn,

and Y is the space of labels where Y ∈ {−1, 1}.

Then, the margin by which y is classified correctly is defined as:

ρf (x, y) := yf(x) (3.13)

where f : Rn → R is a real valued function used for classification. Then, a negative

value of ρf (x, y) corresponds to an incorrect classification. Having classifiers that

achieve a large margin ρf is desirable, since it is expected that an estimate that is

reliable on the training set will also perform well on unseen data.

The purpose of loss functions to penalize incorrect classification, in our case predicted

probabilities. Given X as the inputs and Y ∈ {−1, 1} as the outputs, a function is

sought f : X → R which best maps x to y. However, it is stated that, "because of

incomplete information, noise in the measurement, or probabilistic components in the

underlying process, it is possible for the same x to generate different y" (Lorenzo and

Tomaso, 2014). Therefore, the expected risk can be minimized, defined as:
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I [f ] =

∫
XxY

C(yf(x))p(x, y)dxdy (3.14)

where C(yf(x)) is the loss function and p(x, y) is the probability density function of

the process that generated the data.

Selection of a loss function affects the optimal f ⋆
C where the expected risk is mini-

mized.

In binary classification case which is considered in this thesis, the expected risk can

be calculated as:

I [f ] =

∫
XxY

C(yf(x))p(x, y)dxdy

=

∫
X

∫
Y

C(yf(x))p(y | x)p(x)dxdy since p(x, y) = p(y | x)p(x)

=

∫
X

[C (f(x)) p(1 | x) + C (−f(x)) p(−1 | x)] p(x)dx

since -1 and 1 are the only possible values of y

=

∫
X

[C (f(x)) p(1 | x) + C (−f(x)) (1− p(1 | x))] p(x)dx

since p(−1 | x) = 1− p(1 | x)

(3.15)

Hence, the minimizer of I[f ] can be found by taking the functional derivative with

respect to f and equalize it to 0:

∂C(f)
∂f

(p(1 | x)) + ∂C(−f)
∂f

(1− p(1 | x)) = 0 (3.16)

Some loss functions are visualized in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Loss Functions

(Copied from Bishop, 2006)

3.1.2.2.1 0-1 Loss

Given the binary nature of our context, a natural selection for a loss function (assum-

ing equal cost for false positives and false negatives) would be the 0-1 loss, which

takes the value of 0 if the predicted classification equals to the true class or a 1 if the

predicted classification does not match the true class. Hence, the misclassification

loss is:

ρ0−1(y, f) = I{ỹf≤0} (3.17)

Using Bayes’ Theorem, the optimal f ⋆
0−1 for a binary classification problem is:

f ⋆
0−1(x) =

1 if p(x) > 1/2

−1 if p(x) ≤ 1/2

where p(x) = P[Y = 1|X = x].

A loss function is said to be Bayes consistent if its optimal f ⋆
C is such that f ⋆

0/1(x) =

sgn(f ⋆
C (x)) and is thus optimal under the Bayes decision rule. A Bayes consistent

loss function allows us to find the Bayes optimal decision function f ⋆
C by directly
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minimizing the expected risk and without having to explicitly model the probability

density functions. For convex loss C(yf(x)), it is Bayes consistent if and only if it is

differentiable at 0 and C ′(0) = 0.

However, this loss function is non-convex and non-smooth, and solving for the opti-

mal solution is an NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem. As shown in Figure

3.1, the 0− 1 loss has two inflection points and it has infinite slope at 0.

3.1.2.2.2 Hinge Loss

Hinge Loss approximates 0-1 loss by minβ

∑
iH(βTx) and provides an upper convex

bound of the misclassification error. It is defined as H(βTx) = max(0, 1 − y · f).
Apparently H is small if we classify correctly. Hinge loss is used when Y ∈ {−1, 1}
and it encourages outputs to have a correct sign, assigning more error when there is

a difference in the sign between actual and predicted values. Therefore, the Hinge

function is:

ρHinge(y, f) = [1− ỹf ]+ (3.18)

where [x]+ = xI{x>0} denotes the positive part.

Its minimizer is:

f ⋆
Hinge(x) = sgn(p(x)− 1/2) (3.19)

which again corresponds to the Bayes classifier.

The Hinge function is the standard loss function in Support Vector Machines. Yet, it

is noninvertable function of p(x) and no direct way exist to obtain conditional proba-

bility estimates.

3.1.2.2.3 Exponential Loss

Another upper convex approximation of 0-1 loss is the exponential loss, expressed as;
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ρexp(y, f) = exp(−yf) (3.20)

which is convex and it is used in AdaBoost algorithm. The minimizer of the expo-

nential loss function is:

f ⋆
exp =

1

2
log

p(x)

1− p(x)
(3.21)

where p(x) = P[Y = 1|X = x].

3.1.2.2.4 Least Squares Loss (L2 Loss)

On the other hand, Least Squares Loss is expressed as:

ρexp(y, f) =
∑
i

(yi − f(xi, β))
2 =

∑
i

(
yi −

1

1 + e−xiβ

)2

(3.22)

where the minimizer is:

f ⋆
L2

= E[Y |X = x] = p(x) = P[Y = 1|X = x] (3.23)

This loss function can be non-convex (due to logit transformation) and therefore,

there is a possibility of finding local minima as the solution while minimizing the

least squared loss. Then, gradient descent may not find the global minimum.

3.1.2.2.5 L1 Loss

The loss function is:

ρL1(y, f) = |y − f | (3.24)

where the minimizer is the Bayes classifier:
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f ⋆
L1

= median(Y |X = x) =

1 if p(x) > 1/2

−1 if p(x) ≤ 1/2

L1 loss has some robustness property, yet it is not differentiable at y = f .

3.1.2.2.6 Likelihood Loss

Next, the likelihood of observing the outputs y given the model parameters β and the

inputs X as:

L(Y | X, β) =
n∏

i=1

µYi
i ·

(
1− µ1−Yi

i

)
(3.25)

It is more convenient to deal with the negative log-likelihood than the likelihood itself.

The negative log-likelihood can be expressed as:

Negative Log-Likelihood(Y | X, β) = −
n∑

i=1

log
(
µYi
i

(
1− µ1−Yi

i

))
= −

n∑
i=1

(Yi log µi + (1− Yi) log(1− µi))

(3.26)

Then, by minimizing the negative log-likelihood, the parameters β can be estimated.

The gradient of the negative log-likelihood are given below:

∇βNegative Log-Likelihood(Y | X, β) =
n∑

i=1

Xi(µi − Yi) = XT (µ− Y ) (3.27)

3.1.2.2.7 Binary Cross-Entrophy Loss

In binary logistic regression, negative log-likelihood loss function leads to the usual

loss function, which is the Binary Cross-Entropy Loss or Log-Loss:
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BCE = − 1

n

N∑
i=1

yi log(ŷi) + (1− yi) log(1− ŷi) (3.28)

Cross-entropy calculates a score that summarizes the average difference between ac-

tual and predicted probability distributions for predicting Y = 1. This method is

equivalent to using Newton’s method only with the expected second derivative of

log-likelihood, instead of its actual value. Hence, this loss function is equivalent to

Iteratively Reweighted Least Squares Loss as stated in Charnes et al. (1976), "The

method of iterative weighted least squares can be used to estimate the parameters in a

nonlinear regression model. If the dependent variables are observations from a mem-

ber of the regular exponential family, then under mild conditions it is shown that the

IWLS estimates are identical to those obtained using the maximum likelihood princi-

ple". Also, the cross entropy loss is stated as "closely related to the Kullback–Leibler

divergence between the empirical distribution and the predicted distribution".

Then, the logistic loss function is defined as:

C(yf(x)) = 1

log(2)
log(1 + e−yf(x)) (3.29)

The logistic loss is convex and grows linearly for negative values which make it less

sensitive to outliers. The logistic loss is used in the LogitBoost algorithm.

The minimizer of I[f ] for the logistic loss function is:

f ⋆
Logistic = log

p(1 | x)
1− p(1 | x)

(3.30)

In fact, the logistic loss and binary cross entropy loss are also the same up to a multi-

plicative constant 1
log(2)

.

3.2 Proposed Model

The data has the following form:
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[{tij, Xi(tij), Yi(tij)} , i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , Ti] for n subjects

where:

Ti denotes the total number of repeated measures for subject i,

Xi(tij) = {Xi1(tij), . . . , Xip(tij)}′ denotes the vector of p covariates,

Yi(tij) denotes the binary response variable measured at time tij for subject i,

i is the index for different individuals, where i = 1, . . . , n,

j is the index for measurements of subject i taken at time tij ∈ Ti, where

j = 1, . . . , Ti.

For simplicity let us drop the subscript of ij from tij . Let Yi(t) ∈ {0, 1}, and take

the values one and zero with probabilities pi(t) and 1− pi(t), respectively. Since the

probabilities pi(t) depend on a vector of observed covariates Xi(t), we can let pi(t)

be a linear function of covariates. Then, the closed form of our proposed model is:

logit (pi (t)) = log

(
pi(t)

1− pi(t)

)
= β0 +

p∑
d=1

Xi,d(t)
Tβd, i = 1, . . . , n (3.31)

where β0, . . . , βd are regression coefficients.

As mentioned, for the longitudinal data that will be used, sample size n is relatively

small but the number of covariates p under consideration is extremely large. Since

these repeated measurements are collected within subjects, all of the measurements

will have the same between-subject errors and can be correlated within a subject.

There is no assumption of balanced longitudinal study, i.e., tij does not need to be

equivalent to tkj for i! = k and ni does not need to be equivalent to a constant for all

i. Although balanced data set was assumed by Yue et al. (2019), our proposed model

runs on unbalanced data set, as well.

Next, the estimation procedure is explained as follows. In the first step, as Yue et al.

(2019), the independence of observations is assumed, i.e., the within subject corre-

lation is ignored and boosting algorithm is applied by minimizing an empirical risk
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function, BCE, which introduce the initial deviance residuals. As model selection

criterion AIC will be used. After obtaining the initial deviance residuals, the T × T

weight matrix is derived based on them where T is the union of times that measure-

ments are taken for both diseased and non-diseased individuals. Therefore, if there

exist measurements for only one class, then it is calculated only using them, otherwise

it will be calculated using both. In the second step, utilizing the weight matrix, the

estimated temporal correlation structure within repeated measurements will be added

to the empirical risk function.

Then, using the weight matrix, the coefficients are estimated again using boosting

approach with the related empirical risk function. In the third step, spatial correlation

is added by estimating the correlation structure within the data. After obtaining the

coefficient estimates in the second step, the n∗T×n∗T covariance matrix Cov(Yi) ≡
Σ is derived using the probability estimates calculated in the second step and used as

a weight matrix in the third step for spatial correlation. As model selection criterion

AIC will be used similar to the second step.

One reason we separately add the temporal correlation from the spatial correlation is

that the weight matrix will be too large and computationally incomprehensible even

for very small number of observations. The other reason is that, if the researcher

wants to include the temporal correlation but ignore the spatial correlation or robust-

ness property, s/he can stop after step two or assign 1 to weights on step 3.

Also, the reason why we use empirical risk function instead of loss function is that,

we want the loss to be small for many observations in the data set. In other words, loss

function measures how good our model is on a particular observation. Minimization

of the loss function is:

f ∗ = argmin
f

1

n

n∑
i=1

L (Xi, Yi, f(Xi)) (3.32)

Thus, when we let n→∞:

1

n

n∑
i=1

L (Xi, Yi, f(Xi))
n→∞−−−→ Ep [L (Xi, Yi, f(Xi))] (3.33)
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where p is the true distribution over the inputs and hence Ep [L (Xi, Yi, f(Xi))] is

the true risk function. Since, we do not know the true distribution, then the true risk

function can be approximated by the empirical risk function, Ep [L (Xi, Yi, f(Xi))] ≈
Ê [L (Xi, Yi, f(Xi))]. Yet, for unbounded loss function, the assumption of the empir-

ical risk function being a reasonable estimate of the true risk can be treated carefully.

Since there are not enough time measurements for smooth curve estimation, we do

not consider varying coefficients, and continue with time-independent coefficients.

3.3 Three-step Sparse Boosting Techniques

Our base procedure is component wise binary cross-entrophy which finds the best set

of covariates by reducing the AIC the most in every iteration. This selected variable is

not necessarily different from the one selected in the previous iteration. Also, only the

selected variable’s coefficient is updated and a logistic model fit, including variable

selection, is obtained in each iteration.

Our method involves the Hessian Matrix as hat matrix based on Newton’s method

instead of a step length for gradient, where Bm is an approximation hat matrix. Hat

matrix is the matrix that maps the response variable to their fitted values. Degrees of

freedom is used for information criteria in AIC as the penalty term. Our algorithm is

presented below.

Algorithm 5 Three-Step Sparse Boosting Algorithm
Step I: Use sparse boosting to estimate covariance matrix

a. Initialization. Let k1 = 0 and β
[k1]
0 = 0, . . . , β

[k1]
p = 0.

b. Increase k1 by 1. Calculate ŝk1 = argmin0≤d≤p−1

(
Cd(yF (x))[k1]

)
where

C(yF (x)) and is the chosen loss function or model selection criterion.

c. Update. β[k1]
ŝk1

= β
[k1−1]
ŝk1

for d ̸= ŝk1 and β
[k1]
ŝk1

= β
[k1−1]
ŝk1

+ νλ̂
[k1]
ŝk1

, where ν is the

step-size parameter and λ̂
[k1]
d is the model which is fit by gradient descent method

using the loss function or the model selection criterion.

d. Iteration. Repeat step (b)-(c) for some large iteration number K1.

e. Stopping. The optimal iteration number can be taken as K̂1 =

argmin1≤k1≤K1

(
Cŝk1 (yF (x))[k1]

)
.
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Thus, β[K̂1] =

((
β
[K̂1]
0

)T

, . . . ,
(
β
[K̂1]
p

)T
)T

is the first step estimator for β from

sparse boosting ignoring the within-subject correlation. Cov(Yi) ≡ Σ can be esti-

mated by the empirical estimator:

Σ̂ =
1

n

n∑
i=1

ε̂iε̂
T
i

where ε̂i = Yi −Xiβ
[K̂1], i = 1, . . . , n.

Step II: Use sparse boosting again by incorporating covariance matrix estimator

a. Initialization. Let k2 = 0 and β⋆[k2] = β[K̂1].

b. Increase k2 by 1. Calculate ŝk2 = argmin0≤d≤p−1

(
C⋆d(yF (x))[k2]

)
.

c. Update. β⋆[k2]
ŝk2

= β
⋆[k2−1]
ŝk2

for d ̸= ŝk2 and β
⋆[k2]
ŝk2

= β
⋆[k2−1]
ŝk2

+ νλ̂
⋆[k2]
ŝk2

.

d. Iteration. Repeat step (b)-(c) for some large iteration number K2.

e. Stopping. The optimal iteration number can be taken as K̂2 =

argmin1≤k2≤K2

(
C⋆ŝk2 (yF (x))[k2]

)
.

Therefore, β⋆[K̂2] =

((
β
⋆[K̂2]
0

)T

, . . . ,
(
β
⋆[K̂2]
p

)T
)T

is the second estimator for β⋆

by the three-step sparse boosting. Then update Cov(Yi) ≡ Σ using the estimated

probabilities.

Step III: Use sparse boosting again by incorporating covariance matrix estimator

a. Initialization. Let k3 = 0 and β⋆[k3] = β[K̂2].

b. Increase k3 by 1. Calculate ŝk3 = argmin0≤d≤p−1

(
C⋆d(yF (x))[k3]

)
.

c. Update. β⋆[k3]
ŝk3

= β
⋆[k3−1]
ŝk3

for d ̸= ŝk3 and β
⋆[k3]
ŝk3

= β
⋆[k3−1]
ŝk3

+ νλ̂
⋆[k3]
ŝk3

.

d. Iteration. Repeat step (b)-(c) for some large iteration number k3.

e. Stopping. The optimal iteration number can be taken as k̂3 =

argmin1≤k3≤K3

(
C⋆ŝk3 (yF (x))[k3]

)
.

The final estimate for Y is Ŷ = Xβ⋆[K̂3].

The selection of step size υ was stated to have a minor importance by Bühlmann and

Yu (2006). A small step size factor can be seen as a shrinkage of the base procedure

by the factor ν. This point was stated as "implying low variance but potentially large

estimation bias" in Bühlmann and Hothorn (2007). Smaller υ may produce more
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accurate estimation, yet it is also more computationally intensive. Yue et al. (2019)

used υ = 0.1 since it is commonly used in literature (Friedman, 2001), thus we also

use the same step-size.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

Our main motivation and consideration is selecting significant variables while devel-

oping three-step sparse boosting. Yet, since it is a classification algorithm, results

and performance measures are presented for both variable selection performance and

classification point of view.

4.1 Simulation Study

We have conducted simulation studies to assess the performance of the proposed

three-step sparse boosting algorithm. In the simulation study setup is constructed

as follows:

• One of the covariates, Xij,1, is generated using Binomial Distribution using 0.5

as success probability to represent binary covariate for example sex.

• Other covariates Xij = (Xij,2, . . . , Xij,p), i = 2, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,m are

generated from multivariate normal distribution with mean 0.

• To specify the covariance matrix of the variables, Σ is calculated using the

Kronecker product of the temporal correlation matrix and the spatial correlation

matrix.

• We consider n = 150 for subject size and m = 4 for time points.

• As suggested by Cheng et al. (2014), Yue and Li (2017) and Xia et al. (2016),

we keep ⌊ n
logn
⌋ variables as p = 29 as the total covariate number.
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• Coefficients are defined ad β0 = 1.5 (for the intercept), β1 = 1.6 (for the binary

covariate), and β2 = 1.8, β3 = 1.3, β4 = 1.7, β5 = 1.4 (for the normally

distributed covariates).

• The maximum number of boosting iterations are limited to 500 for all the three

steps.

• The number of Monte Carlo simulation is 100.

Since the main aim of our algorithm is to handle temporally and spatially correlated

data, 9 different scenarios are developed using different values of ρtemp and ρspat as

temporal and spatial correlations, respectively. Each scenario takes around 160 hours

to be completed for 100 run Monte Carlo Simulation by applying parallel computing

methods in the R code using a computer with Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-7600U CPU @

2.80 GHz, 16,0 GB RAM. R codes of our algorithm is presented in Appendix A.

As the results and performance measures of Monte Carlo Simulations Study of our

variable selection algorithm, the following metrics are presented for each different

correlation structure scenarios.

• The median of significant covariates that have been identified correctly (CS),

• The median of significant covariates that have been identified mistakenly (MS),

• Bias for the coefficient estimators (BIAS) which is computed as β̂l-βl,

• Absolute Bias (AB) which is calculated as |β̂l-βl| to define “the distance be-

tween an estimator and its target parameter”,

• Mean Squared Error of an estimate (MSE) which is defined as the expectation

of its squared deviation from the truth and calculated as
∑p

1[(β̂l-βl)
2],

• Loss function outcomes as AICs for each iteration in each step,

• Confusion matrix at the end of each step and related statistics with accuracy

information.

In the following subsections, first variable selection results are summarized with per-

formance measures. Then, for each different correlation structure, SHAP values and
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the results of loss functions are presented separately. After that, the classification

performances of our algorithm are discussed. Finally, the comparison between our

algorithm and Boruta (Random Forest), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic

Regression, Ridge Regression, Lasso Regression and Elastic Net algorithms are made

considering both variable selection and classification performances.

After completing these studies, we also conducted a simulation study including only

Step 1 and Step 3 consecutively, in order to have an idea of the contribution of Step

2. These results are presented in Appendix D.

4.1.1 Variable Selection Results

CS, MS, BIAS, AB and MSE’s are presented in a unified manner in order to make the

comparison easier. Other detailed metrics are presented under the related correlation

structure sections. In Table 4.1 the performance of variable selection is summarized

with correctly identified significant variables (CS), falsely identified significant vari-

able (MS).

Table 4.1: Variable selection results in simulation for different correlation structures

Case p=29

CS MS

ρtemp ρspat Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III

I 0.8 0.8 6 2 6 2 0 1

II 0.8 0.6 6 3 6 3 0 2

III 0.8 0.2 6 6 6 3 0 1

IV 0.6 0.8 6 2 6 2 0 1

V 0.5 0.5 6 3 6 3 0 1

VI 0.4 0.2 6 6 6 3 0 2

VII 0.2 0.8 6 2 6 2 0 1

VIII 0.2 0.4 6 5 6 3 0 1

IX 0.2 0.2 6 6 6 3 0 1
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When we analyze the results of the above nine scenarios, the followings can be ob-

served.

• After the first step which assumes the independence of covariates, the number

of correctly identified significant covariates is the highest, yet the number of

falsely identified significant covariates is high, too.

• At the end of the second step, although the falsely identified significant covari-

ates become zero, correctly identified ones decrease as well.

• At the end of Step 3, the algorithm reaches the highest possible number of true

significant covariates, and mistakenly identified ones are lower then the results

of Step 1.

• As a summary, the algorithm reduces the mistakenly chosen significant covari-

ates while establishing the true ones as significant.

In Tables 4.2- 4.7, the bias, absolute bias and MSE for each of the estimated coeffi-

cients are presented.

Table 4.2: Bias, Absolute Bias and MSE for β̂0

Case p=29

BIAS(β̂0) AB(β̂0) MSE(β̂0)

ρtemp ρspat Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III

I 0.8 0.8 -0.006 1.408 1.380 0.207 1.408 1.380 0.065 2.075 2.018

II 0.8 0.6 0.016 1.251 1.425 0.203 1.254 1.425 0.066 1.791 2.183

III 0.8 0.2 0.058 0.563 1.745 0.183 0.611 1.745 0.052 0.731 3.192

IV 0.6 0.8 -0.016 1.441 1.364 0.220 1.441 1.364 0.073 2.137 1.958

V 0.5 0.5 0.036 1.234 1.405 0.184 1.254 1.405 0.053 1.781 2.089

VI 0.4 0.2 0.096 0.716 1.699 0.185 0.724 1.699 0.055 0.853 3.045

VII 0.2 0.8 0.060 1.452 1.415 0.204 1.452 1.415 0.070 2.155 2.083

VIII 0.2 0.4 0.111 0.969 1.629 0.202 0.972 1.629 0.064 1.240 2.796

IX 0.2 0.2 0.075 0.599 1.737 0.181 0.633 1.737 0.053 0.713 3.165
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Table 4.3: Bias, Absolute Bias and MSE for β̂1

Case p=29

BIAS(β̂1) AB(β̂1) MSE(β̂1)

ρtemp ρspat Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III

I 0.8 0.8 0.080 1.493 0.119 0.312 1.496 0.406 0.149 2.336 0.234

II 0.8 0.6 0.117 1.285 0.084 0.318 1.286 0.411 0.175 1.890 0.274

III 0.8 0.2 0.190 0.571 0.291 0.327 0.626 0.426 0.155 0.595 0.260

IV 0.6 0.8 0.091 1.497 0.182 0.326 1.499 0.374 0.178 2.356 0.246

V 0.5 0.5 0.028 1.280 0.021 0.258 1.281 0.370 0.111 1.881 0.207

VI 0.4 0.2 0.078 0.585 0.183 0.256 0.628 0.343 0.106 0.591 0.191

VII 0.2 0.8 0.009 1.479 0.074 0.275 1.479 0.369 0.120 2.304 0.243

VIII 0.2 0.4 0.083 0.798 0.097 0.231 0.804 0.320 0.089 0.912 0.150

IX 0.2 0.2 0.201 0.627 0.321 0.289 0.654 0.399 0.126 0.624 0.223

Table 4.4: Bias, Absolute Bias and MSE for β̂2

Case p=29

BIAS(β̂2) AB(β̂2) MSE(β̂2)

ρtemp ρspat Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III

I 0.8 0.8 -0.018 1.490 -0.100 0.260 1.490 0.340 0.114 2.397 0.204

II 0.8 0.6 0.053 1.383 -0.024 0.207 1.384 0.280 0.066 2.178 0.125

III 0.8 0.2 0.120 0.632 0.239 0.171 0.638 0.364 0.045 0.682 0.177

IV 0.6 0.8 -0.037 1.529 -0.071 0.257 1.530 0.381 0.114 2.519 0.262

V 0.5 0.5 0.026 1.302 -0.077 0.180 1.306 0.282 0.048 1.985 0.127

VI 0.4 0.2 0.131 0.776 0.210 0.168 0.784 0.340 0.043 0.848 0.156

VII 0.2 0.8 -0.020 1.500 -0.114 0.250 1.500 0.363 0.104 2.407 0.246

VIII 0.2 0.4 0.095 0.954 0.061 0.163 0.954 0.282 0.040 1.118 0.108

IX 0.2 0.2 0.142 0.654 0.259 0.175 0.656 0.355 0.046 0.641 0.170
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Table 4.5: Bias, Absolute Bias and MSE for β̂3

Case p=29

BIAS(β̂3) AB(β̂3) MSE(β̂3)

ρtemp ρspat Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III

I 0.8 0.8 0.059 0.663 0.046 0.362 0.730 0.479 0.191 0.719 0.314

II 0.8 0.6 0.078 0.768 0.032 0.252 0.782 0.343 0.099 0.744 0.177

III 0.8 0.2 0.094 0.471 0.192 0.153 0.491 0.262 0.033 0.416 0.095

IV 0.6 0.8 0.141 0.709 0.138 0.350 0.761 0.424 0.186 0.715 0.263

V 0.5 0.5 0.039 0.847 -0.055 0.202 0.847 0.305 0.065 0.852 0.141

VI 0.4 0.2 0.081 0.545 0.135 0.139 0.547 0.254 0.029 0.456 0.092

VII 0.2 0.8 0.131 0.657 0.107 0.368 0.700 0.450 0.204 0.648 0.326

VIII 0.2 0.4 0.081 0.633 0.064 0.175 0.638 0.255 0.049 0.544 0.096

IX 0.2 0.2 0.088 0.452 0.174 0.138 0.454 0.262 0.027 0.332 0.095

Table 4.6: Bias, Absolute Bias and MSE for β̂4

Case p=29

BIAS(β̂4) AB(β̂4) MSE(β̂4)

ρtemp ρspat Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III

I 0.8 0.8 0.059 0.974 -0.045 0.422 0.987 0.538 0.258 1.203 0.445

II 0.8 0.6 0.037 0.922 -0.066 0.228 0.927 0.371 0.077 1.056 0.197

III 0.8 0.2 0.127 0.556 0.245 0.185 0.581 0.357 0.050 0.522 0.178

IV 0.6 0.8 -0.050 0.866 -0.128 0.395 0.887 0.549 0.246 0.989 0.490

V 0.5 0.5 -0.018 0.932 -0.161 0.193 0.942 0.332 0.055 1.078 0.166

VI 0.4 0.2 0.096 0.656 0.180 0.151 0.662 0.329 0.036 0.628 0.148

VII 0.2 0.8 -0.017 0.879 -0.194 0.356 0.887 0.550 0.200 0.968 0.495

VIII 0.2 0.4 0.102 0.757 0.094 0.183 0.757 0.297 0.052 0.721 0.124

IX 0.2 0.2 0.104 0.588 0.213 0.148 0.588 0.345 0.035 0.505 0.155
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Table 4.7: Bias, Absolute Bias and MSE for β̂5

Case p=29

BIAS(β̂5) AB(β̂5) MSE(β̂5)

ρtemp ρspat Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III

I 0.8 0.8 0.012 1.204 -0.020 0.302 1.204 0.360 0.147 1.580 0.211

II 0.8 0.6 0.036 1.114 0.005 0.201 1.114 0.268 0.071 1.410 0.114

III 0.8 0.2 0.119 0.542 0.219 0.158 0.553 0.294 0.035 0.510 0.119

IV 0.6 0.8 0.087 1.258 0.093 0.314 1.266 0.381 0.158 1.681 0.235

V 0.5 0.5 0.058 1.098 -0.016 0.172 1.099 0.237 0.043 1.378 0.080

VI 0.4 0.2 0.076 0.631 0.114 0.148 0.636 0.287 0.033 0.570 0.115

VII 0.2 0.8 0.089 1.218 0.094 0.296 1.220 0.384 0.141 1.594 0.240

VIII 0.2 0.4 0.069 0.824 0.030 0.166 0.828 0.247 0.039 0.861 0.091

IX 0.2 0.2 0.114 0.542 0.189 0.174 0.550 0.301 0.041 0.455 0.123

While the algorithm reduced the number of mistakenly chosen significant covariates,

the BIAS’s, AB’s and MSE’s of coefficients get higher in Step 2 compared to Step

1. In Step 3, these metrics are reduced, yet remain higher than those in Step 1. That

is because the algorithm is sparse, and it tends to decrease the coefficients in each

step as aimed. In addition, at the end of Step 3, the number of mistakenly chosen

significant covariates decreases while establishing the all the true ones as significant.

The detailed results for each different correlation structure are presented separately.

Since similar results are obtained, the case of ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.8 is presented in

the main body of the Report, and the remaining cases are discussed in Appendix B.

The case of ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.8

As presented in Table 4.1, the results in this scenario is as follows:

Table 4.8: Variable selection results

Case p=29

CS MS Size

ρtemp ρspat Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III

I 0.8 0.8 6 2 6 2 0 1 8 2 7
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In order to understand and explain the complexity of the model results and analyze the

relationship between genes and the outcome, SHAP values have been calculated and

presented. SHAP values are actually reframing Shapley Value Approach developed

in game theory that try to "divide a prize so that everyone gets a fair share based

on their different skill sets in a group of n players" (Shapley 1953). It was stated

that, "the outcome of each possible combination (or coalition) of players should be

considered to determine the importance of a single player". Štrumbelj and Kononenko

(2010) and Štrumbelj and Kononenko (2014) firstly used Shapley Values in machine

learning algorithms.

Hence, SHAP values answer the question of what is the influence of each input fea-

tures to get that output, in other words the feature importance in a model is investi-

gated by them. In addition, the impact of features are measured by taking into account

the interaction with other features considering each possible combination of all fea-

tures, since the order in which a feature enters can affect its predictions. Therefore,

they are defined as the weighted average of marginal contribution of a feature value

across all possible combinations. To calculate SHAP, all possible combinations of

feature values have to be evaluated with and without the j-th feature. Consequently,

"summing the SHAP values of each feature of a given observation yields the differ-

ence between the prediction of the model and the null model". Since, each predicted

outcome is different based on the observations, SHAP values which are basically

marginal contribution of the covariates to the outcome, are also different for each

subject for each time measurement.

The contribution of final covariates that are identified as significant is illustrated using

SHAP values as explained above. Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 represent SHAP values

for the 1st observation, whose observed response is 0, and for the 600th observation

(i.e. 150th subject at time 4), for whom the observed response is 1, respectively. These

graphs contain feature importance as the variables are ranked in descending order

and the horizontal location indicates whether the effect of that feature is associated

with a higher or lower prediction. The numbers presented in the graphs show the

contributions of each individual covariates to that particular output. For example, 3rd

covariate has the most effect on the output of 0 and there is a negative relationship

between this covariate and the output of zero. On the other hand, 6th covariate has a
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positive relationship with the output of 0. These contributions are vary between each

time observation for each subject.

Figure 4.1: Contribution of Each Covariate for Class 0

Figure 4.2: Contribution of Each Covariate for Class 1

The loss function results at the end of each iteration and in each step is presented as

AIC values in Figure 4.3. It can be seen that AICs after each iteration and step gets

smaller.

Also, when we analyze the results obtained using 500 as the maximum number of
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boosting iterations, it is observed that, after 100th iteration in each step, decrease in

the loss function is minimal. Therefore, fixing the maximum number of boosting

iterations to 100 would be enough to obtain reliable results.

Figure 4.3: AIC’s in Each Step and Iteration

4.1.2 Classification Results

In addition to the variable selection performance of our algorithm, we also investi-

gated the classification performance of the algorithm. The following performance

measures were considered based the confusion matrix identified as Figure 4.4, where

TP stands for True Positive, FP stands for False Positive, FN stands for False Nega-

tive, TN stands for True Negative.

Figure 4.4: Confusion Matrix
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• Sensitivity is the measurement to determine how much the prediction captures

the actual positive class, where the positive class was defined as 1 in our study.

Sensitivity is calculated as TP
TP+Fn

.

• Specificity measures the ability to detect the negative class correctly, where the

positive class was defined as 0 in our study. Specificity is calculated as TN
TN+FP

.

• Precision is the measurement to determine how much of the positive prediction

is actually positive case. Precision is calculated as TP
TP+FP

.

• F1 Score is the weighted average score of sensitivity and precision.

• Accuracy is the measurement of how many cases the model is correctly identi-

fied. Accuracy is calculated as TP+TN
TP+TN+FP+FN

.

• The kappa statistic defined as "a metric that compares an Observed Accuracy

with an Expected Accuracy (random chance)". The higher value is expected as

better for this metric.

In Tables 4.9 and 4.10 the performance measures calculated at the end of each steps

are presented for m = 4 times measurements of n = 150 different subjects. The

confusion matrices for all different scenarios are presented in Appendix C
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Table 4.9: Classification metrics in simulation for different correlation structures

Metric ρtemp ρspat Step I Step II Step III

Sensitivity 0.8 0.8 0.922 0.754 0.813

0.8 0.6 0.939 0.734 0.805

0.8 0.2 0.942 0.901 0.783

0.6 0.8 0.941 0.771 0.860

0.5 0.5 0.912 0.897 0.749

0.4 0.2 0.942 0.951 0.743

0.2 0.8 0.945 0.762 0.822

0.2 0.4 0.940 0.878 0.818

0.2 0.2 0.919 0.916 0.667

Specificity 0.8 0.8 0.850 0.969 0.973

0.8 0.6 0.783 0.920 0.931

0.8 0.2 0.760 0.808 0.928

0.6 0.8 0.870 0.959 0.948

0.5 0.5 0.812 0.831 0.972

0.4 0.2 0.706 0.686 0.967

0.2 0.8 0.871 0.972 0.968

0.2 0.4 0.780 0.852 0.923

0.2 0.2 0.789 0.789 0.964

Precision 0.8 0.8 0.910 0.976 0.981

0.8 0.6 0.913 0.957 0.966

0.8 0.2 0.911 0.924 0.966

0.6 0.8 0.939 0.975 0.972

0.5 0.5 0.898 0.906 0.980

0.4 0.2 0.903 0.899 0.985

0.2 0.8 0.928 0.980 0.978

0.2 0.4 0.908 0.931 0.961

0.2 0.2 0.901 0.901 0.975
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Table 4.10: Classification metrics in simulation for different correlation structures -

cont

Metric ρtemp ρspat Step I Step II Step III

F1 0.8 0.8 0.916 0.851 0.889

0.8 0.6 0.926 0.831 0.878

0.8 0.2 0.926 0.912 0.865

0.6 0.8 0.940 0.861 0.913

0.5 0.5 0.905 0.901 0.849

0.4 0.2 0.922 0.924 0.847

0.2 0.8 0.937 0.858 0.894

0.2 0.4 0.924 0.904 0.884

0.2 0.2 0.910 0.908 0.792

Accuracy 0.8 0.8 0.895 0.835 0.873

0.8 0.6 0.893 0.788 0.842

0.8 0.2 0.892 0.875 0.823

0.6 0.8 0.918 0.832 0.888

0.5 0.5 0.877 0.873 0.828

0.4 0.2 0.882 0.883 0.800

0.2 0.8 0.918 0.838 0.875

0.2 0.4 0.892 0.870 0.850

0.2 0.2 0.877 0.875 0.763

Kappa 0.8 0.8 0.775 0.673 0.745

0.8 0.6 0.737 0.561 0.658

0.8 0.2 0.723 0.695 0.618

0.6 0.8 0.813 0.654 0.760

0.5 0.5 0.729 0.725 0.658

0.4 0.2 0.675 0.675 0.574

0.2 0.8 0.822 0.677 0.745

0.2 0.4 0.738 0.703 0.676

0.2 0.2 0.715 0.712 0.539
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The following arguments can be made according to the above tables.

• Specificity and precision metrics obtain their highest value in Step 3 for 7 cases

out of 9. For the 2 cases, it outperforms Step 1, and only around 0.5% lower

than Step 2.

• For sensitivity, Step 3 results are on the average 16% lower than Step 1. The

lowest difference occurs for the case ρspat = 0.6, ρtemp = 0.8. The highest dif-

ference between Step 1 and Step 3 is realized in the case ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.2

as expected, since Step 1 assumes temporal and spatial independence.

• When F1 Score is considered, Step 3 results are 6% lower than Step 1 results

on the average. The lowest difference between Step 1 and Step 3 occurs for the

case ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.8 and ρspat = 0.6, ρtemp = 0.8. The highest differ-

ence is realized in the case of ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.2.

• In Step 3, accuracy results are again 6% lower than Step 1 results on the aver-

age. Again, the lowest difference between Step 1 and Step 3 occurs for the case

of ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.8 and the highest difference is realized in the case of

ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.2.

• For kappa metric, Step 3 results are again lower around 11% than Step 1, on

the average. Again, the lowest difference between Step 1 and Step 3 occurs for

the case of ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.8 and the highest difference is realized in the

case of ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.2.

• In addition, it can be seen that the performance is getting higher when the spa-

tial and temporal correlation get higher.

• It seems that, when the spatial correlation is high, the algorithm classification

performances increase.

4.1.3 Comparison Results

The comparison between our algorithm and other algorithms that are used as variable

selection in the Literature are presented in this subsection considering both variable
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selection and classification performances. These algorithms are Boruta (Random For-

est), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression, Ridge Regression, Lasso

Regression and Elastic Net. Random Forest, SVM and Logistic Regression algo-

rithms are well known and well used algorithms in the Literature. For the parameter

tuning step, the number of decision trees used in Boruta algorithm are tuned using

grid search. Although SVM are not generally used for variable classification, follow-

ing Guyon et al. (2002), SVM is utilized based on Recursive Feature Elimination

to select significant covariates. In addition, Ridge Regression, Lasso Regression and

Elastic Net are chosen in the comparison study since they utilize a data driven penalty

similar to AIC which is used as model selection criterion in our methodology.

4.1.3.1 Variable Selection Performance

The simulated data contains a total of 29 covariates and first 6 of them are signif-

icant. The number of covariates correctly selected as significant (CS), the number

of covariates mistakenly selected as significant (MS), the number of overlapping co-

variates selected by the corresponding method and Three-Step Sparse Boosting as

significant (Overlap) are given as some performance metrics for variable selection.

In Table 4.11, the variable selection results of the mentioned algorithms presented

as an example for the case of ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.8. Then, CS is calculated as the

number of "X"s that corresponds to C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6 and MS is the number of

remaining covariates selected as significant for each algorithm individually. Overlap

is calculated as the mutual intersection of Three-Step Sparse Boosting algorithm and

the related algorithm regarding the identification of significant covarites. Overlap

metric does not consider whether the significant covariate identification is correct or

not.
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Table 4.11: Significant Covariates Identified by Algorithms - An example

Methods Three-Step Sparse Boosting Boruta (RF) SVM Logistic Regression Ridge Regression Lasso Regression Elastic Net

C1 X

C2 X X X X X X X

C3 X X X X X X X

C4 X X X X X X X

C5 X X X X X X X

C6 X X X X X X X

C7 X X X X

C8 X X X X X

C9 X X X X

C10 X X X X

C11 X X X X

C12 X X X

C13 X X X

C14 X X X X X

C15 X X X X

C16 X X X X

C17 X X X X

C18 X X

C19 X X

C20 X

C21 X X

C22 X X X X

C23 X

C24 X

C25 X X

C26 X X

C27 X

C28 X X X X X

C29 X X X X

As mentioned above, Boruta (Random Forest), SVM, Logistic Regression, Ridge Re-

gression, Lasso Regression and Elastic Net algorithms are compared with our Three-

Step Sparse Boosting algorithm and some results are presented in Tables 4.12-4.14.

The indicated figures for Three-Step Sparse Boosting algorithm are the final identified

significant covariates as a result of Step 3 at the end of Monte Carlo Simulations.
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Table 4.12: Comparison with Other Algorithms - Variable Selection

ρtemp ρspat Method CS MS Overlap

0.8 0.8 Three-Step Sparse Boosting 6 0 -

Boruta (RF) 5 11 5

SVM 5 14 5

Logistic Regression 5 4 5

Ridge Regression 5 23 5

Lasso Regression 5 6 5

Elastic Net 5 14 5

0.8 0.6 Three-Step Sparse Boosting 6 0 -

Boruta (RF) 5 6 5

SVM 5 14 5

Logistic Regression 5 0 5

Ridge Regression 5 23 5

Lasso Regression 5 5 5

Elastic Net 5 0 5

0.8 0.2 Three-Step Sparse Boosting 6 0 -

Boruta (RF) 5 2 5

SVM 5 1 5

Logistic Regression 5 1 5

Ridge Regression 5 23 5

Lasso Regression 5 5 5

Elastic Net 5 23 5

0.6 0.8 Three-Step Sparse Boosting 6 0 -

Boruta (RF) 5 9 5

SVM 5 21 5

Logistic Regression 5 0 5

Ridge Regression 5 23 5

Lasso Regression 5 6 5

Elastic Net 5 1 5
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Table 4.13: Comparison with Other Algorithms - Variable Selection - cont

ρtemp ρspat Method CS MS Overlap

0.5 0.5 Three-Step Sparse Boosting 6 0 -

Boruta (RF) 5 3 5

SVM 5 7 5

Logistic Regression 5 2 5

Ridge Regression 5 23 5

Lasso Regression 5 9 5

Elastic Net 5 11 5

0.4 0.2 Three-Step Sparse Boosting 6 0 -

Boruta (RF) 5 1 5

SVM 5 2 5

Logistic Regression 5 3 5

Ridge Regression 5 23 5

Lasso Regression 5 8 5

Elastic Net 5 17 5

0.2 0.8 Three-Step Sparse Boosting 6 1 -

Boruta (RF) 5 8 5

SVM 5 18 5

Logistic Regression 5 0 5

Ridge Regression 5 23 5

Lasso Regression 5 10 5

Elastic Net 5 2 5

0.2 0.4 Three-Step Sparse Boosting 6 1 -

Boruta (RF) 5 2 5

SVM 5 1 5

Logistic Regression 5 2 5

Ridge Regression 5 23 5

Lasso Regression 5 8 5

Elastic Net 5 6 5
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Table 4.14: Comparison with Other Algorithms - Variable Selection - cont

ρtemp ρspat Method CS MS Overlap

0.2 0.2 Three-Step Sparse Boosting 6 1 -

Boruta (RF) 5 2 5

SVM 5 4 5

Logistic Regression 5 1 6

Ridge Regression 5 23 6

Lasso Regression 5 7 6

Elastic Net 5 4 6

The following observations are done according to the results:

• Three-Step Sparse Boosting algorithm is the only algorithm that identifies all

the significant covariates as significant for all 9 cases.

• Also, the intercept is identified as significant by only Three-Step Sparse Boost-

ing algorithm.

• As the temporal and spatial correlations get lower, Three-Step Sparse Boosting

algorithm identifies one covarite as mistakenly significant.

• The maximum number of mistakenly chosen covariates as significant is one in

Three-Step Sparse Boosting algorithm, whereas this number can be large for

other algorithms.

• Ridge Regression finds all 28 covariates as significant in all different correlation

structures, except the intercept, whereas only 6 of them are significant.

• Generally, algorithms, except our algorithm, deduct very large number of mis-

takenly chosen significant covariates.

• Three-Step Sparse Boosting method produces the most sparse model.

• Also, algorithms’, except ours, performance of identifying significant covari-

ates decreases when the correlation of covariates get higher.
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As a summary, Boruta (Random Forest), SVM, Logistic Regression, Ridge Regres-

sion, Lasso Regression and Elastic Net algorithms miss identifying intercept as sig-

nificant in all scenarios, and generally, they consider very large number of mistakenly

chosen significant covariates.

4.1.3.2 Classification Performance

The classification performance measures are calculated and presented in Tables 4.15

and 4.16.
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Table 4.15: Comparison with Other Algorithms - Classification

ρtemp ρspat Method Sensitivity Specificity Precision F1 Score Accuracy Kappa

0.8 0.8 Three-Step Sparse

Boosting
0.836 0.976 0.985 0.904 0.885 0.763

Boruta (RF) 0.905 0.869 0.933 0.919 0.893 0.763

SVM 0.853 0.931 0.872 0.860 0.900 0.787

Logistic Regression 0.941 0.895 0.943 0.942 0.925 0.835

Ridge Regression 0.956 0.833 0.900 0.927 0.908 0.804

Lasso Regression 0.947 0.845 0.910 0.928 0.908 0.802

Elastic Net 0.920 0.904 0.951 0.936 0.915 0.811

0.8 0.6 Three-Step Sparse

Boosting
0.824 0.959 0.977 0.894 0.868 0.724

Boruta (RF) 0.889 0.852 0.936 0.912 0.878 0.716

SVM 0.818 0.938 0.876 0.840 0.898 0.766

Logistic Regression 0.917 0.853 0.931 0.924 0.897 0.764

Ridge Regression 0.943 0.81 0.898 0.920 0.895 0.768

Lasso Regression 0.946 0.830 0.911 0.928 0.905 0.789

Elastic Net 0.889 0.898 0.958 0.922 0.892 0.744

0.8 0.2 Three-Step Sparse

Boosting
0.707 0.966 0.981 0.821 0.782 0.559

Boruta (RF) 0.839 0.795 0.941 0.887 0.830 0.547

SVM 0.741 0.920 0.792 0.763 0.868 0.672

Logistic Regression 0.905 0.825 0.934 0.919 0.883 0.710

Ridge Regression 0.937 0.791 0.909 0.923 0.892 0.743

Lasso Regression 0.927 0.762 0.894 0.910 0.875 0.704

Elastic Net 0.897 0.826 0.937 0.916 0.878 0.695

0.6 0.8 Three-Step Sparse

Boosting
0.851 0.975 0.981 0.912 0.900 0.798

Boruta (RF) 0.913 0.880 0.923 0.918 0.900 0.790

SVM 0.886 0.928 0.893 0.888 0.912 0.815

Logistic Regression 0.936 0.895 0.931 0.934 0.920 0.833

Ridge Regression 0.967 0.846 0.887 0.925 0.913 0.823

Lasso Regression 0.953 0.850 0.893 0.922 0.908 0.811

Elastic Net 0.918 0.924 0.953 0.935 0.920 0.831

0.5 0.5 Three-Step Sparse

Boosting
0.833 0.945 0.972 0.897 0.867 0.711

Boruta (RF) 0.865 0.844 0.948 0.904 0.860 0.646

SVM 0.830 0.933 0.847 0.836 0.902 0.766

Logistic Regression 0.925 0.871 0.948 0.936 0.910 0.783

Ridge Regression 0.943 0.810 0.912 0.927 0.900 0.768

Lasso Regression 0.943 0.806 0.909 0.926 0.898 0.764

Elastic Net 0.924 0.897 0.959 0.942 0.917 0.797
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Table 4.16: Comparison with Other Algorithms - Classification - cont

ρtemp ρspat Method Sensitivity Specificity Precision F1 Score Accuracy Kappa

0.4 0.2 Three-Step Sparse

Boosting
0.739 0.967 0.981 0.843 0.807 0.604

Boruta (RF) 0.829 0.842 0.957 0.889 0.832 0.551

SVM 0.805 0.933 0.843 0.819 0.895 0.745

Logistic Regression 0.919 0.862 0.945 0.932 0.903 0.765

Ridge Regression 0.935 0.835 0.929 0.932 0.905 0.774

Lasso Regression 0.940 0.824 0.922 0.931 0.903 0.772

Elastic Net 0.917 0.846 0.938 0.927 0.897 0.749

0.2 0.8 Three-Step Sparse

Boosting
0.839 0.957 0.973 0.901 0.880 0.751

Boruta (RF) 0.909 0.887 0.944 0.909 0.902 0.780

SVM 0.871 0.941 0.894 0.880 0.917 0.816

Logistic Regression 0.936 0.894 0.944 0.940 0.922 0.827

Ridge Regression 0.961 0.827 0.895 0.927 0.908 0.804

Lasso Regression 0.950 0.857 0.918 0.934 0.915 0.816

Elastic Net 0.915 0.931 0.967 0.940 0.920 0.820

0.2 0.4 Three-Step Sparse

Boosting
0.827 0.945 0.972 0.894 0.863 0.706

Boruta (RF) 0.855 0.841 0.947 0.899 0.852 0.624

SVM 0.804 0.935 0.847 0.821 0.895 0.747

Logistic Regression 0.927 0.854 0.938 0.932 0.905 0.774

Ridge Regression 0.949 0.795 0.899 0.924 0.897 0.764

Lasso Regression 0.95 0.803 0.904 0.926 0.900 0.771

Elastic Net 0.900 0.914 0.969 0.933 0.903 0.760

0.2 0.2 Three-Step Sparse

Boosting
0.771 0.951 0.977 0.862 0.820 0.614

Boruta (RF) 0.846 0.860 0.968 0.903 0.848 0.564

SVM 0.779 0.940 0.835 0.802 0.897 0.733

Logistic Regression 0.928 0.829 0.938 0.933 0.902 0.749

Ridge Regression 0.939 0.774 0.909 0.923 0.890 0.729

Lasso Regression 0.941 0.789 0.915 0.928 0.897 0.745

Elastic Net 0.919 0.869 0.957 0.937 0.907 0.756

Sensitivity, specificity, precision and F1 Scores are also visualized in Figures 4.5-4.13

for different temporal and spatial correlation structures.
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Figure 4.5: Model classification performance in simulated data -

ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.8

Figure 4.6: Model classification performance in simulated data -

ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.6
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Figure 4.7: Model classification performance in simulated data -

ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.2

Figure 4.8: Model classification performance in simulated data -

ρspat = 0.6, ρtemp = 0.8
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Figure 4.9: Model classification performance in simulated data -

ρspat = 0.5, ρtemp = 0.5

Figure 4.10: Model classification performance in simulated data -

ρspat = 0.4, ρtemp = 0.2
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Figure 4.11: Model classification performance in simulated data -

ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.8

Figure 4.12: Model classification performance in simulated data -

ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.4
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Figure 4.13: Model classification performance in simulated data -

ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.2

According to the above tables and figures:

• Specificity and precision have attained their highest value among all algorithms

by Three-Step Sparse Boosting algorithm for all different correlation structures.

• For the other metrics, their highest value attained by different algorithms in

each different correlation structure cases.

• Sensitivity metric for Three-Step Sparse Boosting algorithm decreases when

the temporal and spatial correlation decrease, while this is not the case for the

other algorithms.

• Accuracy measures can be considered as very close to each other for all algo-

rithms in all cases.

Therefore, from classification point of view, the performance of Three-Step Sparse

Boosting algorithm can be considered as very good and obtains comparative results

with Boruta (RF), SVM, Logistic Regression, Ridge Regression, Lasso Regression

and Elastic Net while identifying all the true significant covariates and at most one

covariate as mistakenly significant.
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4.2 Real Data Analysis

As the real data set, the Finnish Type 1 Diabetes Prediction and Prevention (DIPP)

study is used, which can be downloaded from The National Center for Biotechnol-

ogy Information web page (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) using Gene

Expression Omnibus identifier GSE 30211. This study involved preprocessed mRNA

expression levels of 49,386 probes corresponding to different genes that were mea-

sured over time on Affymetrix Human Genome U219 microarray from Homo Sapi-

ens. Each probe was z-scored in the original data. The mRNA data consists of

two separate measurement sets: samples before or at the time of the appearances

of autoantibodies (seroconversion) and samples starting after seroconversion, in other

words, seroconverted children and progressors. In addition, “a persistently autoantibody-

negative control child was matched with each case, based on the date and place of

birth, sex, and HLA-DQB1 genotype”, which means that each seroconverted children

and progressors matched with a different control subject.

In this study, the case and controls were labeled as diagnosed (y = 1) or not diagnosed

(y = 0) with Type 1 diabetes.

4.2.1 Common Practices in Preprocessing of Microarray Data

In the preprocess stage, some data cleansing processes are implemented. For instance,

it is common practice to take log2 of the measurements in probe data. After this

transformation, genes which have less than 3 as a measurement for all individuals

can be eliminated, since these genes do not provide any useful information. Also,

genes which have low variability over all individuals, both diseased and non-diseased

individuals, can be ruled out. Usage of z-scores of the measurements in probe data

in the algorithms can also be implemented, defined as z = (x − m)/s where m

is the mean, and s is the standard deviation calculated using all the time points in

the matched control time series. In addition, the exclusion of probes with median

expression lower than the median of median expressions is another common practice

of preprocessing step of microarray data.
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4.2.2 Balanced Data Set

At first, following Klén et al (2020) to obtain balanced data set, the measurements of

seroconverted children were used including the first three follow-up samples. Probes

with median expression lower than the median of median expressions (5.47) were

excluded and the remaining 24,693 ones were run in the algorithm following Klén et

al. (2020). Our goal is to determine the key probes that are statistically important for

progression to Type 1 Diabetes.

We analyze two different data sets under balanced data set part, one covers all chil-

dren’s measurements for the first 3 follow-up times. The other case follows Klén et al.

(2020) as only including the seroconverted children’s first 3 follow-up measurements

in order to make comparison.

Whole Data Set

Hence, firstly, as the inputs, 24,693 expressions of 56 children for 3 follow-up times

were used as the balanced data set. Since the computing time is over one month

for 24,693 probes, we use the independence screening approach to screen out the

unimportant covariates as an initial step. This process followed the ranking method

suggested in Klén et al. (2020) as a ranking procedure of the probes in two ways: 1) a

ranking based on Wilcoxon’s rank sum test P-value between cases and controls for all

samples, and 2) a ranking based on Wilcoxon’s rank sum test P-value between cases

and controls for subjectwise median values. We tested the hypothesis of measurement

of the subjects differs significant by time using nonparametric factorial ANOVA based

on align-and-ranking for between x within subjects designs, and found that there is no

statistically significant difference between measurements for different times. Hence,

the two rankings could be combined by taking the average rank and as suggested by

Cheng et al. (2014), Yue and Li (2017) and Xia et al. (2016), we keep the top ⌊ n
logn
⌋

variables to be used in the algorithm and the rest of the covariates are screened out.

After the screening process 15 probes were kept. The maximum number of boosting

iterations in three-step sparse boosting were all set to 500. The completion time was

13 minutes 23 seconds using a computer with Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-7600U CPU @

2.80 GHz, 16,0 GB RAM. The number of significant probes selected by the end of
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each step of our algorithm is presented in Table 4.17:

Table 4.17: Number of Significant Probes in Each Step - All Subjects

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

2 2 2

The probes that are found significant are the same at each step and also presented in

Table 4.18.

Table 4.18: Significant Probes in Each Step - All Subjects

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

11729976_a_at 11729976_a_at 11729976_a_at

11762237_at 11762237_at 11762237_at

The association between the final 2 probes to genes can be established for only one

probe using the mapping provided in the original data set:

Table 4.19: Genes Associated with the Significant Probes - All Subjects

Probes Genes

11729976_a_at PTPRN2

11762237_at -

These genes’ contributions to the final classification is illustrated using SHAP values

in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 for the 1st observation, whose observed response is

0, and for the 165th observation, for whom the observed response is 1, respectively.

These graphs contain feature importance as the variables are ranked in descending

order and the horizontal location indicates that whether the effect of that feature is

associated with a higher or lower prediction. It can be seen that, for the not diag-

nosed class, both genes effects are negative, and the effect of PTPRN2 gene is higher.

For the diagnosed class, PTPRN2 has negative but lower influence on the outcome,
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whereas the other gene has a positive relationship with the outcome.

Figure 4.14: Contribution of Each Gene for Not Diagnosed Class - All Subjects

Figure 4.15: Contribution of Each Gene for Diagnosed Class - All Subjects

The loss function results at the end of each iteration and in each step are presented

as AIC values in Figure 4.16. The loss in Step 2 is higher than the other two steps.

AICs decrease by the iterations for early iterations, however stay almost constant after
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approximately 100 iterations for all different data sets.

Figure 4.16: AIC’s in Each Step and Iteration for the Whole Data Set

Now, when we investigate these genes that are presented in 4.19 about their relation-

ship with Type 1 diabetes, the following information can be obtained. PTPRN2 gene

is well established connection with Type 1 diabetes in the literature, obtaining 11.211

relevance score that is calculated based on matching documents in the literature. The

relationship was studied in 40 articles and it was stated by Lee (2019) that "protein

tyrosine phosphatase, receptor type N2 (PTPRN2) encodes a major islet autoantigen

in type-1 diabetes". Unfortunately, since there exist no the mapping of the other sig-

nificant probe, 11762237_at , to any gene, we cannot gather information regarding

type 1 diabetes association.

In addition, performance metrics of classification results of our algorithm were calcu-

lated based on the following confusion matrices obtained at the end of each step for

56 children with 3 follow-up times.
1 https://www.genecards.org/Search/Keyword?queryString=diabetes
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Figure 4.17: Confusion Matrix for The First Step - All Subjects

Figure 4.18: Confusion Matrix for The Second Step - All Subjects
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Figure 4.19: Confusion Matrix for The Third Step - All Subjects

From the classification results, the following arguments can be made:

• Only sensitivity measure decreases around 4% from Step 1 (76%) to Step 3

(73%).

• On the other hand, specificity, precision, F1 Score, accuracy and kappa increase

in each step. The final results are 70% for specificity, 61% for precision, 66%

for F1 Score, 71% for accuracy.

Comparison

In order to compare our algorithm with other ones that are used as variable selection

algorithms in Literature, Boruta (Random Forest), SVM, Logistic Regression, Ridge

Regression, Lasso Regression and Elastic Net algorithms are considered using the

prescreened 15 probes (which eventually mapped to 14 different genes). For the pa-

rameter tuning step, the number of decision trees used in Boruta algorithm are tuned

using grid search, again. The results are presented in Table 4.20, namely; number of

genes selected (# of Significant Genes), the number of overlapping selected genes

and Three-Step Sparse Boosting (Overlap) and F1 Score (F1) as some performance
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metrics. Since cross validation is not applicable due to the low number of observa-

tions, out of sample performance measures cannot be calculated.

Table 4.20: Comparison with Other Algorithms - All Subjects

Method # of Significant Genes Overlap F1

Three-Step Sparse Boosting 2 - 66%

Boruta (RF) 10 2 66%

SVM 5 1 81%

Logistic Regression 5 0 72%

Ridge Regression 14 2 44%

Lasso Regression 10 1 55%

Elastic Net 12 2 65%

The following figure illustrates the significant genes that are identified by the 7 con-

sidered algorithms and their overlapping structure. Because the 15 probes in our data

set mapped to 14 different genes, the graph contains 14 rows. The red bars at the left

side of each row lengthen with the more algorithm identifies the genes as significant.

Figure 4.20: Significant Genes Identified - All Subjects

The following observations are done according to these results:

• SVM has the largest F1 score as 81%. However, it misses PTPRN2, which is

found to have the highest relevance score with diabetes in the literature among
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these 15 genes.

• Logistic Regression reaches 72% F1 Score by identifying 5 genes as signifi-

cant, while Three-Step Sparse Boosting algorithm considers only 2 genes as

significant and obtains 66% F1 Score. This might be beneficial for genetists,

since Real-time PCR tests, which are used for post analysis, are expensive, and

genetists usually prefer to justify a small number of significant genes.

• Ridge Regressions finds again all of the 14 genes as significant and has the

lowest F1 Score.

• Lasso Regression identifies 10 genes as significant and only one overlaps with

Three-Step Sparse Boosting algorithm.

• Elastic Net identifies 12 of 14 genes as significant and obtain 65% as F1 Score.

• AGPAT3 and HDAC3 genes have around 1 relevance score, yet Three-Step

Sparse Boosting algorithm misses to identify, while the others do not.

• On the other hand, Three-Step Sparse Boosting algorithm do not identify PHACTR4

as significant which is found as so by all the other algorithms except logistic

regression. Yet, these is no established relationship between this gene and dia-

betes in the literature.

• The similar argument can be made for GPR137 gene, as well, which is found

significant by all algorithms except SVM and ours and does not constitute any

known relationship with diabetes in the literature.

In summary, the three-step sparse boosting procedure can be considered as perform-

ing well in terms of variable selection and classification as eliminating the irrelevant

genes better than other algorithms.

As an addition study, we run our algorithm, utilizing the firstly ranked 20 and 25

probes, instead of 15 probes. The results turned out to be the same for 20 and 25

probes data sets, and 2 probes were identified as significant. One of them also found

as significant in 15 probes case. The results are presented as follows:
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Table 4.21: Genes Associated with the Significant Probes - All Subjects - 20&25

Probes Case

Probes Genes Probes Genes

15 Probes Case 15 Probes Case 20&25 Probes Case 20&25 Probes Case

11729976_a_at PTPRN2 11719293_s_at ITGB1

11762237_at - 11762237_at -

When we investigate the differently identified significant gene, ITGB1, T1D rela-

tionship is stated in the literature having 2.67 relevance score. For example, Lu et

al. (2019) found that "The following two genes, ITGB1 and ITGB2 also have been

reported to have association with T1D in gene-based pathway analysis and NOD/ltJ

mice experiment, respectively".

Seroconverted Subjects

As a second data set, only seroconverted children are included, again following Klén

et al. (2020). This data set involves 3 follow-up measurement of 20 children. For

this setup, two different approaches were utilized. First, the independence screening

approach is not used. This data set includes 24,693 gene expressions of 20 children

for 3 follow-up times. Secondly, similar to the whole data set setup, the indepen-

dence screening approach was used and top 15 probes were selected to be run in the

algorithm.

In the first approach, all 24,693 gene expressions are included in the algorithm. The

maximum number of boosting iterations in three-step sparse boosting were all set to

500, again. The completion time was around 35 days, using a computer with Intel(R)

Core (TM) i7-7600U CPU @ 2.80 GHz, 16,0 GB RAM.

The number of significant probes selected by the end of each step of our algorithm is

presented Table 4.22:
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Table 4.22: Number of Significant Probes in Each Step - Seroconverted - No Pre-

screening

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

6 6 2

The probes that are found significant are also presented in Table 4.23.

Table 4.23: Significant Probes in Each Step - Seroconverted - No Prescreening

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

11722146_s_at 11722146_s_at 11722146_s_at

11736196_a_at 11736196_a_at 11736196_a_at

11726363_x_at 11726363_x_at -

11726913_a_at 11726913_a_at -

11733454_a_at 11733454_a_at -

11719341_s_at 11722926_a_at -

The association between the final 2 probes to genes using the mapping provided in

the original data set is the following:

Table 4.24: Genes Associated with the Significant Probes

Probes Genes

11722146_s_at PAIP2B

11736196_a_at DCX

Now, when we investigate these genes about their relationships with diabetes, DCX

has 1.06 relevance score. In addition, PAIP1 which is related to PAIP2B, according

to Derry et al. (2006), was stated as "mRNA and protein expression of PAIP1, a

miRNA-340 target gene, was found down-regulated in GDM women, accordingly."

by Stirm et al. (2018).
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Secondly, the independence screening approach is used and top 15 probes are selected

to be run in the algorithm. The maximum number of boosting iterations in three-step

sparse boosting were all set to 500, again. The completion time was 11 minutes 23

seconds, using a computer with Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-7600U CPU @ 2.80 GHz, 16,0

GB RAM. The number of significant probes selected by the end of each step of our

algorithm is presented in Table 4.25:

Table 4.25: Number of Significant Probes in Each Step - Seroconverted

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

2 2 2

The probes that are found significant again are the same at each step and also pre-

sented in Table 4.26.

Table 4.26: Significant Probes in Each Step - Seroconverted

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

11725093_a_at 11725093_a_at 11725093_a_at

11737802_a_at 11737802_a_at 11737802_a_at

The association between the final 2 probes to genes can be established for only one

probe using the mapping provided in the original data set:

Table 4.27: Genes Associated with the Significant Probes - Seroconverted

Probes Genes

11725093_a_at RFX5

11737802_a_at MAD1L1

Again,the contributions of these genes to the final classification is illustrated using

SHAP values in Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.22 for the 1st observation, whose observed

response is 0, and for the 57th observation, for whom the observed response is 1,
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respectively. It can be seen that, for the not diagnosed class, RFX5 gene has positive

influence on the outcome whereas MAD1L1 gene has a negative relationship and it

has relatively less contribution. On the other hand, for the diagnosed class, the vice-

versa situation applies and RFX5 gene has a positive impact and less contribution to

the output, while MAD1L1 gene has positive effect and relatively more influence on

the output.

Figure 4.21: Contribution of Each Gene for Not Diagnosed Class - Seroconverted
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Figure 4.22: Contribution of Each Gene for Diagnosed Class - Seroconverted

The loss function results at the end of each iteration and in each step are presented

as AIC values in Figure 4.23. The loss in Step 2 is higher than the other two steps,

again.

Figure 4.23: AIC’s in Each Step and Iteration for Seroconverted Case

Again, when we investigate these genes that are presented in 4.27 with their relation-

ships with Type 1 diabetes, for RFX5, it was stated that "Five regulatory factor X

(RFX) transcription factors (TFs)–RFX1-5–have been previously characterized in the
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human genome, which have been demonstrated to be critical for development and are

associated with an expanding list of serious human disease conditions including ma-

jor histocompatibility (MHC) class II deficiency and ciliaophathies." by Aftab et al.

(2008). Yet, there exist no known connection between MAD1L1 gene with diabetes.

In addition, performance metrics of classification results of our algorithm were calcu-

lated based on the following confusion matrices obtained at the end of each step for

20 children with 3 follow-up times.

Figure 4.24: Confusion Matrix for The First Step - Seroconverted
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Figure 4.25: Confusion Matrix for The Second Step - Seroconverted

Figure 4.26: Confusion Matrix for The Third Step - Seroconverted

From the classification results, the following arguments can be made:

• Only sensitivity measure decreases around 36% from Step 1 (92%) to Step 3
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(58%).

• On the other hand, specificity, precision, F1 Score and accuracy increases from

Step 1 to Step 3. The final results are 94% for specificity, 70% for precision,

64% for F1 Score, 87% for accuracy.

Comparison

Again, using Boruta (Random Forest), SVM, Logistic Regression, Ridge Regression,

Lasso Regression and Elastic Net algorithms some results are presented in Table 4.28,

namely; number of genes selected (# of Significant Genes), the number of overlap-

ping selected genes and three-step sparse boosting (Overlap) and F1 Score (F1) as

some performance metrics. In this data set, the prescreened 15 probes mapped to 12

different genes.

Table 4.28: Comparison with Other Algorithms - Seroconverted

Method # of Significant Genes Overlap F1

Three-Step Sparse Boosting 2 - 64%

Boruta (RF) 5 2 38%

SVM 9 2 93%

Logistic Regression Does not converge -

Ridge Regression 12 2 29%

Lasso Regression 4 1 63%

Elastic Net 4 1 59%

The following figure illustrates the significant genes that are identified by the com-

parison algorithms and their overlapping structure. The red bars, again, lengthen with

the more algorithm identifies the genes as significant.
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Figure 4.27: Significant Genes Identified - Seroconverted

The following observations are done according to the results:

• SVM has the largest F1 score as 81% by identifying 9 genes as significant,

while Three-Step Sparse Boosting algorithm follows it by 64% F1 Score and

considers only 2 genes as significant.

• Boruta identifies 5 genes as significant and obtain very low F1 Score.

• Logistic Regression does not converge.

• Ridge Regressions finds again all of the 12 genes as significant and has the

lowest F1 Score.

• Lasso Regression identifies 4 genes as significant and only one overlaps with

Three-Step Sparse Boosting algorithm.

• Elastic Net identifies 4 of 12 genes as significant and obtain 59% as F1 Score.

• STAT6 gene is found significant by 4 of the algorithms and it has around 1

relevance score.

• On the other hand, similar to the above data set, NSFL1C gene is found signif-

icant by all the algorithms except Three-Step Sparse Boosting and there is no

established relationship of it with diabetes in the literature.

In summary, the three-step sparse boosting procedure can be considered as perform-

ing well in terms of variable selection and classification.
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Ensemble Approach

After analyzing the classification results of real data set, it is observed that in Step 1,

sensitivity results are very good, on the other hand, specificity results are quite high in

Step 3. Hence, an ensemble approach at the end of the algorithm to improve the clas-

sification performance of balanced real data set is utilized. Based on this approach, a

final logistic regression model was run, considering the disease probabilities that are

calculated in Step 1 and Step 3, where thresholds for logistic regression models were

determined by ROC analysis. 5 different models were tried as indicated below and

the one that improved the result the most is presented in Table 4.29, using the output

as diagnosed/not diagnosed.

1. Inputs: Estimated probabilities in Step 1 and Step 3

2. Inputs: Estimated probabilities in Step 1 and Step 3, and their interaction

3. Inputs: Estimated probabilities in Step 1 and Step 3, and their squares

4. Inputs: Estimated probabilities in Step 1 and Step 3, their squares and all com-

binations of interactions

5. Inputs: (Estimated probabilities in Step 1-Estimated probabilities in Step 3)

• For Balanced Data Set - Whole Data

At the end of 3rd ensemble approach utilized for whole balanced data set, specificity,

precision and accuracy measures increased while others decreased.

• For Balanced Data Set - Seroconverted

When only the seroconverted children was considered, it seems that, this approach

works better and all the metrics increase; sensitivity increases around 17%, specificity

increases around 4% and attaining 98%, precision increses around 20%, F1 increses

around 18%, accuracy increases around 6% and attaining 93% and kappa increases

around 22%. These results were obtained again using the 3rd ensemble approach

described above.
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The results are presented below.

Table 4.29: Ensemble Approach Results

Data Set Method Sensitivity Specificity Precision F1 Score Accuracy Kappa

Whole Data
Step 3 0.727 0.696 0.608 0.662 0.708 0.409

Ensemble - Model 3 0.636 0.765 0.636 0.636 0.714 0.401

Seroconverted
Step 3 0.583 0.938 0.700 0.636 0.867 0.556

Ensemble - Model 3 0.750 0.979 0.900 0.818 0.933 0.778

4.2.3 Unbalanced Data Set

After obtaining the balanced data set results, the algorithm was implemented using

the whole follow-up samples that makes the data unbalanced. These follow-ups vary

between 3 to 12 times. Again, as the first step in preprocessing, probes with median

expression lower than the median of median expressions (5.47) are excluded and the

remaining 24,693 ones are kept. Also, similar to the balanced data study, using the

independence screening approach to screen out the unimportant covariates described

in the above section, we keep the top ranked 15 probes to be used in the algorithm and

the rest of the covariates are screened out. Again, the maximum number of boosting

iterations in three-step sparse boosting is 500.

Whole Data Set with No Imputation

As a first case, no imputation of the missing follow-up measurements is applied.

The algorithm just ignores NA, and uses all the information that can be gathered

from whole data set. The completion time was 1 hour 17 minutes 9 seconds, using

a computer with Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-7600U CPU @ 2.80 GHz, 16,0 GB RAM.

The number of significant probes selected by the end of each step of our algorithm is

presented in Table 4.30:

Table 4.30: Number of Significant Probes in Each Step - Whole Set, No Imputation

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

3 5 3
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The probes that are found significant are also presented in Table 4.31.

Table 4.31: Significant Probes in Each Step - Whole Set, No Imputation

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

11729976_a_at 11726625_at 11726625_at

11755359_x_at 11722692_x_at 11717515_a_at

11723273_at 11729976_a_at 11723273_at

- 11754416_s_at -

- 11741228_a_at -

Again, the association between the final 3 probes to genes using the mapping provided

in the original data set is the following:

Table 4.32: Genes Associated with the Significant Probes - Whole Set, No Imputation

Probes Genes

11726625_at CCNG2

11717515_a_at HSD17B10

11723273_at FEM1C

These genes’ contributions to the final classification is illustrated using SHAP values

in Figure 4.28 and Figure 4.29 for the 1st observation, whose observed response is 0,

and for the 347th observation, for whom the observed response is 1, respectively. It

can be seen that, for the not diagnosed class, CCNG2 gene has the most influence and

a negative relationship with the output, while HSD17B10 gene has a positive relation-

ship and least effect on the output. For the diagnosed class, CCNG2 gene seems the

most influential and has a negative relationship with the output. The least effective

gene for this case is again FEM1C gene, yet this time has a negative relationship.
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Figure 4.28: Contribution of Each Gene for Not Diagnosed Class - Whole Set, No

Imputation

Figure 4.29: Contribution of Each Gene for Diagnosed Class - Whole Set, No Impu-

tation

The loss function results at the end of each iteration and in each step are presented as

AIC values in Figure 4.30. It can be seen that AICs after each iteration and step gets

smaller. For Step 2 and Step 3, AICs get very close to 0.
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Figure 4.30: AIC’s in Each Step and Iteration for the Whole Data Set with No Impu-

tation

When we investigate these genes that are presented in 4.32 with their relationships

with Type 1 diabetes, Zhao et al. (2020) found that CCNG2 gene "can protect against

renal injury and fibrosis associated with diabetic nephropathy". Secondly, HSD17B10

is associated with Type 2 diabetes in the literature by Tarnopolsky et al. (2007) and

Lim at al. (2011). Lastly, FEM1A and FEM1B are considered as associated with

Type 2 diabetes in the literature (Bailey, 2010 and McGeachie, 2009).

For the classification performance, the following confusion matrix and related statis-

tics are calculated at the end of each step.
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Figure 4.31: Confusion Matrix for The First Step - Whole Set, No Imputation

Figure 4.32: Confusion Matrix for The Second Step - Whole Set, No Imputation
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Figure 4.33: Confusion Matrix for The Third Step - Whole Set, No Imputation

From the results, the following arguments can be made:

• Similar to the balanced data set results, sensitivity measure decreases around

42% from Step 1 (93%) to Step 3 (51%).

• Yet, F1 score also decreases around 9% from Step 1 (65%) to Step 3 (54%).

• On the other hand, specificity, precision, and accuracy increases from Step 1

to Step 3. The final results are 71% for specificity, 58% for precision, 63% for

accuracy.

Whole Data Set with Imputation with 0

Secondly, in order to compare results, all the missing follow-up measurements are

filled by 0 to represent no measurement, and when all covariates and output is filled

with 0 no output or metric are affected by that imputation. Hence, the algorithm again

uses all the information that can be gathered from whole data set and the comparison

between no imputation can be done. The completion time was 1 hour 35 minutes

36 seconds, using a computer with Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-7600U CPU @ 2.80 GHz,
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16,0 GB RAM. The number of significant probes selected by the end of each step of

our algorithm is presented in Table 4.33:

Table 4.33: Number of Significant Probes in Each Step - Whole Set, Imputation with

0

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

3 2 3

The probes that are found significant are also presented in Table 4.34.

Table 4.34: Significant Probes in Each Step - Whole Set, Imputation with 0

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

11717515_a_at 11717515_a_at 11717515_a_at

11738898_a_at 11738898_a_at 11738898_a_at

11736954_a_at - 11736954_a_at

Again, the association between the final 3 probes to genes using the mapping provided

in the original data set is the following:

Table 4.35: Genes Associated with the Significant Probes - Whole Set, Imputation

with 0

Probes Genes

11717515_a_at HSD17B10

11738898_a_at CLEC4C

11736954_a_at CLEC4C

It seems that the algorithm identifies HSD17B10 gene as significant in both no impu-

tation case and all filled by 0 case.

Again, using SHAP values, the significant genes’ contributions to the final classifica-

tion is illustrated in Figure 4.34 and Figure 4.35 for the 1st observation, whose ob-
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served response is 0, and or the 648th observation, for whom the observed response is

1, respectively. It can be seen that, for the not diagnosed class, both genes effects are

positive, whereas for the diagnosed class, there exists a negative relationship. Also,

for both cases, HSD17B10 gene has more influence on the outcome than CLEC4C

gene.

Figure 4.34: Contribution of Each Gene for Not Diagnosed Class - Whole Set, Impu-

tation with 0
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Figure 4.35: Contribution of Each Gene for Diagnosed Class - Whole Set, Imputation

with 0

The loss function results at the end of each iteration and in each step are presented as

AIC values in Figure 4.36. It can be seen that after each iteration AICs get smaller,

even though the second step losses are too higher than the first and the third steps’,

which seem very close to each other in the graph.

Figure 4.36: AIC’s in Each Step and Iteration for the Whole Data Set with Imputation

with 0
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Again, when we investigate these genes that are presented in 4.35 with their rela-

tionships with Type 1 diabetes, as stated in the above case, HSD17B10 is associated

with Type 2 diabetes in the literature by Tarnopolsky (2007) and Lim (2011). For

CLEC4C, Riboldi et al. (2011) stated that "We found that CLEC4C recognizes com-

plex type sugars with terminal galactose.". Also, CLEC4A and CLEC4M have known

association with diabetes in the literature (Grimwood et al, 2004 and Renier, 2008).

For the classification performance, the following confusion matrix and related statis-

tics are calculated at the end of each step.

Figure 4.37: Confusion Matrix for The First Step - Whole Set, Imputation with 0
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Figure 4.38: Confusion Matrix for The Second Step - Whole Set, Imputation with 0

Figure 4.39: Confusion Matrix for The Third Step - Whole Set, Imputation with 0

From the results, the following arguments can be made:

• Sensitivity measure decreases around 32% from Step 1 (80%) to Step 3 (48%).
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• F1 score also decreases around 9% from Step 1 (64%) to Step 3 (55%), similar

to the no imputation case.

• On the other hand, specificity, precision, F1 Score and accuracy increases from

Step 1 to Step 3. The final results are 79% for specificity, 64% for precision,

66% for accuracy.

• These results are higher than no imputation case.

When the comparison between no imputation and 0 filling case is made from the

variable selection point of view, there is no significant difference between them, since

both identifies two genes as significant which is beneficial regarding time and money.

On the other hand, classification performance of missing value filling by 0 case is

higher than no imputation case.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In longitudinal studies, many variables are measured. Often, these variables incor-

porate both temporal and spatial correlations, especially in the field of biomedical

research. Classification using this type data is challenging due to high dimensional-

ity and relatively small number of observations. In addition, whereas the number of

potential covariates are large, only a small number of them hold a strong correlation

with the outcome. For example, for a binary classification of cancer subtype problem,

it was found that 50 genes are sufficient (Golub et al. (1999)). Therefore, selecting

the significant variables and excluding the irrelevant, redundant and noisy ones, in-

crease the prediction performance and enhance model parsimony while decreasing

the computational burden. Also, when the variable selection algorithm is applied for

DNA microarray experiments, the biological relationship with the target diseases of

the selected genes is more easily identified and additional scientific understanding of

the problem can be obtained (Ding and Peng (2005)).

Therefore, in this thesis, we propose a three-step sparse boosting model for detecting

the most important genes that classify the individuals into diseased or non-diseased

groups considering the longitudinal data having spatial and temporal correlations.

The algorithm was constructed as the variable selection and coefficient estimation are

conducted simultaneously. Also, no parameter tuning is necessary in the algorithm

which is advantageous for computational time and complexity.

In the first step, assuming the independence in the data, logistic regression model

is constructed using boosting method which estimates the coefficients and selects

significant variables at the same time. Then, in the second step, using the deviance

residuals obtained at the end of the first step, a weight matrix is calculated and by this
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matrix, temporal correlation structure is included. In the third step, spatial correlation

is added via a weight matrix calculated based on the correlation between covariates.

In order to measure the performance of the algorithm, firstly, a Monte Carlo Simula-

tion Study was designed and nine different temporal and spatial correlation structure

scenario were run using parallel computing methods. Simulation study showed that,

due to sparsity of the algorithm, the minimum BIAS’s, AB’s and MSE’s are obtained

at the end of the first step, yet the number of mistakenly chosen significant covariates

were the lowest at the end of Step 3. In addition, at the end of Step 3, the number

of mistakenly chosen significant covariates decreases while establishing all the true

ones as significant. As the classification performance, it got higher when the spatial

and temporal correlation got higher and when the spatial correlation was high, the

algorithm classification performances increased.

In addition to the simulation, a comparison study was made which includes Boruta

(RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression, Ridge Regression, Lasso

Regression and Elastic Net algorithms due to penalized approaches they incorporate

similar to the our proposed model. From variable selection perspective, the results

showed that, they considered very large number of mistakenly chosen significant co-

variates, whereas our proposed algorithm identified only the true significant variables.

In addition, from classification point of view, Three-Step Sparse Boosting algorithm

performs the best in terms of specificity and precision metrics.

Secondly, using the Finnish Type 1 Diabetes Prediction and Prevention (DIPP) study

as the real data set, our proposed model was run on both balanced and unbalanced

sets. Our algorithm identified a few number of genes as significant which can be

beneficial regarding time and money. Also, Boruta (RF), SVM, Logistic Regression,

Ridge Regression, Lasso Regression and Elastic Net algorithms were utilized on this

data set. In addition, an ensemble method has been developed based on the proba-

bilities calculated in Step 1 and Step 3 considering 5 different combination of them

and their higher orders. It has been observed that this approach, in which probabili-

ties of Step 1, Step 3 and their squares were considered, increased the classification

performance metrics. Therefore, we recommend using this approach at the end of the

algorithm for balanced data set to obtain better classification results. Also, since our
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algorithm produced very well results with very few time points measurement, namely

3, converting unbalanced data set to balanced data set is recommended, which pro-

vides benefits in terms of time, variable selection and classification performance. Yet,

when usage of unbalanced data set is absolutely necessary, our algorithm works well

with unbalanced data set, also. We recommend utilizing unbalanced data set with

0 imputation for missing values. The Three-Step Sparse Boosting technique can be

considered as performing well in terms of variable selection and classification.

As a conclusion, the numerical studies indicate that the significant covariates can be

accurately selected by our proposed model and the real data analysis also demon-

strates its useful results based on microarray data.

For the future extension, making the algorithm more robust to outliers could be stud-

ied, for example using MM-estimator as proposed by Rantaiainen et al. (2015). Also,

random effect would be added to the model to represent the combined effect of all

omitted subject-specific covariates that causes some subjects to be more prone to the

disease than others. If the observation time points are many, varying coefficient struc-

ture could be incorporated, which capture the dynamical impacts of the covariates on

the response variable.
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APPENDIX A

THREE-STEP SPARSE BOOSTING R CODE

# Global Variable Definition ----------------------------

----------------------

set.seed(42)

p = 29 #dimension

n = 150 #individuals

m = 4 #measurements

v = 0.1 #step-size

iteration1 = 100

iteration2 = 100

iteration3 = 100

reps = 100

library(foreach)

library(doParallel)

cl <- makeCluster(detectCores())

registerDoParallel(cl)

coverage <- function(b, se, true, level = 0.95, df = Inf)

{ # Estimate,
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# standard error,

# true parameter,

# confidence level,

# and df

qtile <- level + (1 - level)/2 # Compute the proper quantile

lower.bound <- b - qt(qtile, df = df)*se # Lower bound

upper.bound <- b + qt(qtile, df = df)*se # Upper bound

# Is the true parameter in the confidence interval? (yes = 1)

true.in.ci <- ifelse(true >= lower.bound & true <= upper.

bound, 1, 0)

cp <- mean(true.in.ci) # The coverage probability

mc.lower.bound <- cp - 1.96*sqrt((cp*(1-cp))/length(b))

mc.upper.bound <- cp + 1.96*sqrt((cp*(1-cp))/length(b))

return(list(coverage.probability = cp, #Return results

true.in.ci = true.in.ci,

ci = cbind(lower.bound, upper.bound),

mc.eb = c(mc.lower.bound, mc.upper.bound)))

}

foreach(j=1:reps) %dopar% {

# Simulation Data Generation ----------------------------

------------------

rho_temp = 0.8

rho_spat = 0.8

times_temp <- 1:m

sigma_temp <- 1

times_spat <- 1:(p-2)

sigma_spat <- 1
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H_temp <- abs(outer(times_temp, times_temp, "-"))

Temp <- sigma_temp * rho_temp^H_temp

Temp[cbind(1:nrow(Temp), 1:nrow(Temp))] <-

Temp[cbind(1:nrow(Temp), 1:nrow(Temp))] * sigma_temp

H_spat <- abs(outer(times_spat, times_spat, "-"))

Spat <- sigma_spat * rho_spat^H_spat

Spat[cbind(1:nrow(Spat), 1:nrow(Spat))] <-

Spat[cbind(1:nrow(Spat), 1:nrow(Spat))] * sigma_spat

Sigma = Temp %x% Spat

library(MASS)

x_normals <- mvrnorm(n, rep(0, (p-2)*m), Sigma)

x_binary <- as.data.frame(rbinom(n, 1, 0.5))

x_temporary <- matrix(0,n,(p-2))

x_temporary2 <- list()

for (i in 1:n) {

for (j in 1:m) {

x_temporary <- c(1,x_binary[i,],x_normals[i,((j-1)*(p-2)+

1):(j*(p-2))])

x_temporary2 <- append(x_temporary2, list(x_temporary))

}

}

x <- do.call(rbind,x_temporary2)

#true betas

t_beta0 <- 1.5

t_beta1 <- 1.6

t_beta2 <- 1.8

t_beta3 <- 1.3
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t_beta4 <- 1.7

t_beta5 <- 1.4

true_betas <- cbind(t_beta0, t_beta1, t_beta2, t_beta3, t_

beta4, t_beta5)

num_sign_cov <- length(true_betas)

probtrue <- rep(0,(n*m))

probtrue <- 1/(1+exp(-(t_beta0*x[,1]+t_beta1*x[,2]+t_beta2*x[,

3]+t_beta3*x[,4]+t_beta4*x[,5]+t_beta5*x[,6])))

w <- probtrue*(1-probtrue)

y <- rbinom(n*m, 1, 1/(1+exp(-(t_beta0*x[,1]+t_beta1*x[,2]+

t_beta2*x[,3]+t_beta3*x[,4]+t_beta4*x[,5]+t_beta5*x[,6]))))

# First Step Variable Definition ------------------------

--------------------------

lambda_1 <- matrix(0,1,p)

lambdahat_1 <- matrix(0,1,iteration1)

H_cov1 <- list()

Bmatrix_cov1 <- list()

Bmatrix_1 <- list()

degreefreedom_cov1 <- rep(0,p)

degreefreedom_1 <- rep(0,iteration1)

AIC_cov1 <- rep(0,p)

AIC_1 <- rep(0,iteration1)

s_1 <- rep(0,iteration1)
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beta_1 <- matrix(0,p,iteration1)

beta_star_1 <- rep(0,p)

probnew_1 <- rep(0,(n*m))

ynewhat_1 <- rep(0,(n*m))

Sigmahat_1 <- list()

loss_func1 <- rep(0,p)

# First Step Algorithm ---------------------------------

-----------------

for (k in 2:iteration1)

{

Bmatrix_1[[1]] <- diag(1,(n*m),(n*m))

Bmatrix_1[[k]] <- matrix(0,(n*m),(n*m))

for(i in 1:p)

{

x_1 <- x[,i,drop=F]

b_1 <- beta_1[,k-1,drop=F]

f1 <- function(lambda_1) -(1/(n*m))*sum((y*log(1/

(1+exp(-((x%*%b_1)+(x_1%*%lambda_1))))))+((1-y)*

log(1-(1/(1+exp(-((x%*%b_1)+(x_1%*%lambda_1))))))))

lambda_1[,i] <- nlm(f1, lambda_1[,i])$estimate

H_cov1[[i]] <- matrix(0,(n*m),(n*m))

H_cov1[[i]] <- x_1%*%solve(t(x_1)%*%x_1)%*%(t(x_1))

Bmatrix_cov1[[i]] <- matrix(0,(n*m),(n*m))

Bmatrix_cov1[[i]] <- Bmatrix_1[[k-1]]%*%(diag(1,

(n*m),(n*m))-H_cov1[[i]])
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degreefreedom_cov1[i] <- sum(diag(diag(1,(n*m),(n*m))

-Bmatrix_cov1[[i]])) #trace

AIC_cov1[i] <- -2*sum((y*log(1/(1+exp(-((x%*%

beta_1[,k-1])+(x_1%*%lambda_1[,i]))))))+((1-y)*

log(1-(1/(1+exp(-((x%*%beta_1[,k-1])+(x_1%*%

lambda_1[,i]))))))))+(2*degreefreedom_cov1[i])

}

s_1[k] <- min(which(AIC_cov1==min(AIC_cov1)))

x_select_1 <- x[,s_1[k]]

lambdahat_1[,k] <- lambda_1[,s_1[k]]

beta_1[,k] <- beta_1[,k-1]

beta_1[,k][s_1[k]] <- beta_1[,(k-1)][s_1[k]]+

v*lambdahat_1[,k]

Bmatrix_1[[k]] <- Bmatrix_1[[k-1]] %*%(diag(1,(n*m),

(n*m)) - v*H_cov1[[s_1[k]]])

degreefreedom_1[k] <- sum(diag(diag(1,(n*m),(n*m))

-Bmatrix_1[[k]]))

AIC_1[k] <- -2*sum((y*log(1/(1+

exp(-((x%*%beta_1[,k]))))))+((1-y)*log(1-

(1/(1+exp(-((x%*%beta_1[,k]))))))))+(2*degreefreedom_1[k])

}

khat_1 <- which.min((AIC_1)*NA^(AIC_1 <=0))

beta_star_1 <- beta_1[,khat_1]
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probnew_1 <- 1/(1+exp(-(x%*%beta_star_1)))

ynewhat_1[probnew_1 >= 0.5] <- 1

library(caret)

conf_matrix_1 <- confusionMatrix

(table(ynewhat_1, y),

positive = "1", mode = "everything")

library(Matrix)

var_covar_betastar_1 <- solve(t(x)%*%Diagonal(n*m,

probnew_1*(1-probnew_1))%*%x)

se_1 <- sqrt(diag(var_covar_betastar_1))

errorsquare_1 <- matrix(0,m,m) #temporal correlation

for (i in 1:n)

{

errorsquare_1 <- errorsquare_1+(sign(y-probnew_1)

[((i-1)*m+1):(i*m)]*ifelse(y[((i-1)*m+1):(i*m)]==1,

sqrt(-2*log(probnew_1)[((i-1)*m+1):(i*m)]),

sqrt(-2*log(1-probnew_1)[((i-1)*m+1):(i*m)])))%*%

t(sign(y-probnew_1)[((i-1)*m+1):(i*m)]

*ifelse(y[((i-1)*m+1):(i*m)]==1,sqrt(-2*

log(probnew_1)[((i-1)*m+1):(i*m)]),sqrt(-2*

log(1-probnew_1)[((i-1)*m+1):(i*m)])))

}

Sigmahat_1 <- errorsquare_1/n

TP1 <- 0

for (i in 1:num_sign_cov) {

TP1 <- TP1 + any(s_1[2:khat_1]==i)

}
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FP1 <- length(unique(s_1[2:khat_1][s_1[2:khat_1]

>num_sign_cov]))

Size1 <- TP1+FP1

MIAE1 <- rep(0,num_sign_cov)

for (i in 1:num_sign_cov) {

MIAE1[i] <- abs(true_betas[i]-beta_star_1[i])

names(MIAE1)[i] <- paste("MIAE1", i, sep = "_")

}

BIAS1 <- rep(0,num_sign_cov)

for (i in 1:num_sign_cov) {

BIAS1[i] <- true_betas[i]-beta_star_1[i]

names(BIAS1)[i] <- paste("BIAS1", i, sep = "_")

}

MSE1 <- rep(0,num_sign_cov)

for (i in 1:num_sign_cov) {

MSE1[i] <- (true_betas[i]-beta_star_1[i])^2

names(MSE1)[i] <- paste("MSE1", i, sep = "_")

}

cp1 <- rep(0,num_sign_cov)

for (i in 1:num_sign_cov) {

cp1[i] <- coverage(beta_star_1[i], se_1[i],

true_betas[i], df = (n*m) - num_sign_cov)

$coverage.probability

names(cp1)[i] <- paste("cp1", i, sep = "_")

}
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# Second Step Variable Definition -----------------------

---------------------------

library(Matrix)

w_2 <-

bdiag(replicate(n,Sigmahat_1,simplify=F))

lambda_2 <- matrix(0,1,p)

lambdahat_2 <- matrix(0,1,iteration2)

H_cov2 <- list()

Bmatrix_cov2 <- list()

Bmatrix_2 <- list()

degreefreedom_cov2 <- rep(0,p)

degreefreedom_2 <- rep(0,iteration2)

AIC_cov2 <- rep(0,p)

AIC_2 <- rep(0,iteration2)

s_2 <- rep(0,iteration2)

beta_2 <- matrix(0,p,iteration2)

beta_star_2 <- rep(0,p)

probnew_2 <- rep(0,(n*m))

ynewhat_2 <- rep(0,(n*m))

Sigmahat_2 <- list()

# Second Step Algorithm --------------------------------

------------------

for (k in 2:iteration2)

{
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Bmatrix_2[[1]] <- Bmatrix_1[[khat_1]]

Bmatrix_2[[k]] <- matrix(0,(n*m),(n*m))

for(i in 1:p)

{

x_2 <- x[,i,drop=F]

b_2 <- beta_2[,k-1,drop=F]

f2 <- function(lambda_2) -(1/(n*m))*sum((y*log(1/(1+exp(-

((x%*%b_2)+(w_2%*%x_2%*%lambda_2))))))+(((1-y)*log(1-(1/

(1+exp(-((x%*%b_2)+(w_2%*%x_2%*%lambda_2)))))))))

lambda_2[,i] <- nlm(f2, lambda_2[,i])$estimate

H_cov2[[i]] <- matrix(0,(n*m),(n*m))

H_cov2[[i]] <- x_2%*%solve(t(x_2)%*%w_2%*%x_2)

%*%(t(x_2))%*%w_2

Bmatrix_cov2[[i]] <- matrix(0,(n*m),(n*m))

Bmatrix_cov2[[i]] <- Bmatrix_2[[k-1]] %*%(diag(1,(n*m),

(n*m))-H_cov2[[i]])

degreefreedom_cov2[i] <- sum(diag(diag(1,(n*m),(n*m))

-Bmatrix_cov2[[i]]))

AIC_cov2[i] <- -2*sum(w_2%*%(y*log(1/(1+exp(-((x%*%beta_2[,

k-1])+(x_2%*%lambda_2[,i]))))))+(w_2%*%((1-y)*log(1-(1/(1+

exp(-((x%*%beta_2[,k-1])+(x_2%*%lambda_2[,i])))))))))

+(2*degreefreedom_cov2[i])

}

s_2[k] <- min(which(AIC_cov2==min(AIC_cov2)))

x_select_2 <- x[,s_2[k]]
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lambdahat_2[,k] <- lambda_2[,s_2[k]]

beta_2[,k] <- beta_2[,k-1]

beta_2[,k][s_2[k]] <- beta_2[,(k-1)][s_2[k]]

+v*lambdahat_2[,k]

hat_2 <- x_select_2%*%solve(t(x_select_2)%*%w_2

%*%x_select_2)%*%(t(x_select_2))%*%w_2

Bmatrix_2[[k]] <- Bmatrix_2[[k-1]] %*%(diag(1,(n*m),

(n*m)) - v*hat_2)

degreefreedom_2[k] <- sum(diag(diag(1,(n*m),(n*m))

-Bmatrix_2[[k]]))

AIC_2[k] <- -2*sum(w_2%*%(y*log(1/(1+exp(-((x%*%

beta_2[,k])))))+(w_2%*%((1-y)*log(1-(1/(1+exp(-

((x%*%beta_2[,k]))))))))))+(2*degreefreedom_2[k])

}

khat_2 <- which.min((AIC_2)*NA^(AIC_2 <=0))

beta_star_2 <- beta_2[,khat_2]

probnew_2 <- 1/(1+exp(-(x%*%beta_star_2)))

ynewhat_2[probnew_2 >= 0.5] <- 1

conf_matrix_2 <- confusionMatrix(table(ynewhat_2, y),

positive = "1", mode = "everything")

var_covar_betastar_2 <- solve(t(x)%*%Diagonal(n*m,

probnew_2*(1-probnew_2))%*%x)

se_2 <- sqrt(diag(var_covar_betastar_2))
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errorsquare_2 <- matrix(0,m,m) #temporal correlation

for (i in 1:n)

{

errorsquare_2 <- errorsquare_2+(sign(y-probnew_2)

[((i-1)*m+1):(i*m)]*ifelse(y[((i-1)*m+1):(i*m)]==1,

sqrt(-2*log(probnew_2)[((i-1)*m+1):(i*m)]),

sqrt(-2*log(1-probnew_2)[((i-1)*m+1):(i*m)])))%*%

t(sign(y-probnew_2)[((i-1)*m+1):(i*m)]*

ifelse(y[((i-1)*m+1):(i*m)]==1,sqrt(-2*

log(probnew_2)[((i-1)*m+1):(i*m)]),

sqrt(-2*log(1-probnew_2)[((i-1)*m+1):(i*m)])))

}

Sigmahat_2 <- errorsquare_2/n

TP2 <- 0

for (i in 1:num_sign_cov) {

TP2 <- TP2 + any(s_2[2:khat_2]==i)

}

FP2 <- length(unique(s_2[2:khat_2][s_2[2:khat_2]>

num_sign_cov]))

Size2 <- TP2+FP2

MIAE2 <- rep(0,num_sign_cov)

for (i in 1:num_sign_cov) {

MIAE2[i] <- abs(true_betas[i]-beta_star_2[i])

names(MIAE2)[i] <- paste("MIAE2", i, sep = "_")

}

BIAS2 <- rep(0,num_sign_cov)
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for (i in 1:num_sign_cov) {

BIAS2[i] <- true_betas[i]-beta_star_2[i]

names(BIAS2)[i] <- paste("BIAS2", i, sep = "_")

}

MSE2 <- rep(0,num_sign_cov)

for (i in 1:num_sign_cov) {

MSE2[i] <- (true_betas[i]-beta_star_2[i])^2

names(MSE2)[i] <- paste("MSE2", i, sep = "_")

}

cp2 <- rep(0,num_sign_cov)

for (i in 1:num_sign_cov) {

cp2[i] <- coverage(beta_star_2[i], se_2[i],

true_betas[i], df = (n*m) - num_sign_cov)

$coverage.probability

names(cp2)[i] <- paste("cp2", i, sep = "_")

}

# Third Step Variable Definition ------------------------

--------------------------

w_3 <- Diagonal(n*m, probnew_1*(1-probnew_1))

lambda_3 <- matrix(0,1,p)

lambdahat_3 <- matrix(0,1,iteration3)

H_cov3 <- list()

Bmatrix_cov3 <- list()

Bmatrix_3 <- list()
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degreefreedom_cov3 <- rep(0,p)

degreefreedom_3 <- rep(0,iteration3)

AIC_cov3 <- rep(0,p)

AIC_3 <- rep(0,iteration3)

s_3 <- rep(0,iteration3)

beta_3 <- matrix(0,p,iteration3)

beta_star_3 <- rep(0,p)

probnew_3 <- rep(0,(n*m))

ynewhat_3 <- rep(0,(n*m))

# Third Step Algorithm ---------------------------------

-----------------

for (k in 2:iteration3)

{

Bmatrix_3[[1]] <- Bmatrix_1[[khat_1]]

Bmatrix_3[[k]] <- matrix(0,(n*m),(n*m))

for(i in 1:p)

{

x_3 <- x[,i,drop=F]

b_3 <- beta_3[,k-1,drop=F]

f3 <- function(lambda_3) -(1/(n*m))*sum((y*log(1/(1+exp(-

((x%*%b_3)+(w_3%*%x_3%*%lambda_3))))))+

(((1-y)*log(1-(1/(1+exp(-((x%*%b_3)+

(x_3%*%lambda_3)))))))))

lambda_3[,i] <- nlm(f3, lambda_3[,i])$estimate

H_cov3[[i]] <- matrix(0,(n*m),(n*m))
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H_cov3[[i]] <- x_3%*%solve(t(x_3)%*%w_3%*%x_3)

%*%(t(x_3))%*%w_3

Bmatrix_cov3[[i]] <- matrix(0,(n*m),(n*m))

Bmatrix_cov3[[i]] <- Bmatrix_3[[k-1]] %*%(diag(1,

(n*m),(n*m))-H_cov3[[i]])

degreefreedom_cov3[i] <- sum(diag(diag(1,(n*m),

(n*m))-Bmatrix_cov3[[i]]))

AIC_cov3[i] <- -2*sum(w_3%*%(y*log(1/(1+

exp(-((x%*%beta_3[,k-1])+(x_3%*%lambda_3[,i]))))))+

(((1-y)*log(1-(1/(1+exp(-((x%*%beta_3[,k-1])+

(x_3%*%lambda_3[,i])))))))))+

(2*degreefreedom_cov3[i])

}

s_3[k] <- min(which(AIC_cov3==min(AIC_cov3)))

x_select_3 <- x[,s_3[k]]

lambdahat_3[,k] <- lambda_3[,s_3[k]]

beta_3[,k] <- beta_3[,k-1]

beta_3[,k][s_3[k]] <- beta_3[,(k-1)][s_3[k]]

+v*lambdahat_3[,k]

hat_3 <- x_select_3%*%solve(t(x_select_3)%*%

w_3%*%x_select_3)%*%(t(x_select_3))%*%w_3

Bmatrix_3[[k]] <- Bmatrix_3[[k-1]] %*%(diag(1,

(n*m),(n*m)) - v*hat_3)

degreefreedom_3[k] <- sum(diag(diag(1,(n*m),

(n*m))-Bmatrix_3[[k]]))
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AIC_3[k] <- -2*sum(w_3%*%(y*log(1/(1+exp(-((x%*%

beta_3[,k]))))))+(((1-y)*log(1-(1/(1+exp(-((x%*%

beta_3[,k])))))))))+(2*degreefreedom_3[k])

}

khat_3 <- which.min((AIC_3)*NA^(AIC_3 <=0))

beta_star_3 <- beta_3[,khat_3]

probnew_3 <- 1/(1+exp(-(x%*%beta_star_3)))

ynewhat_3[probnew_3 >= 0.5] <- 1

conf_matrix_3 <- confusionMatrix(table(ynewhat_3, y),

positive = "1", mode = "everything")

var_covar_betastar_3 <- solve(t(x)%*%Diagonal(n*m,

probnew_3*(1-probnew_3))%*%x)

se_3 <- sqrt(diag(var_covar_betastar_3))

TP3 <- 0

for (i in 1:num_sign_cov) {

TP3 <- TP3 + any(s_3[2:khat_3]==i)

}

FP3 <- length(unique(s_3[2:khat_3][s_3[2:khat_3]>

num_sign_cov]))

Size3 <- TP3+FP3

MIAE3 <- rep(0,num_sign_cov)
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for (i in 1:num_sign_cov) {

MIAE3[i] <- abs(true_betas[i]-beta_star_3[i])

names(MIAE3)[i] <- paste("MIAE3", i, sep = "_")

}

BIAS3 <- rep(0,num_sign_cov)

for (i in 1:num_sign_cov) {

BIAS3[i] <- true_betas[i]-beta_star_3[i]

names(BIAS3)[i] <- paste("BIAS3", i, sep = "_")

}

MSE3 <- rep(0,num_sign_cov)

for (i in 1:num_sign_cov) {

MSE3[i] <- (true_betas[i]-beta_star_3[i])^2

names(MSE3)[i] <- paste("MSE3", i, sep = "_")

}

cp3 <- rep(0,num_sign_cov)

for (i in 1:num_sign_cov) {

cp3[i] <- coverage(beta_star_3[i], se_3[i],

true_betas[i], df = (n*m) - num_sign_cov)

$coverage.probability

names(cp3)[i] <- paste("cp3", i, sep = "_")

}

# Output ------------------------------------------------

--

TP <- c(TP1, TP2, TP3)
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TP <- setNames(TP, c("TP1", "TP2", "TP3"))

FP <- c(FP1, FP2, FP3)

FP <- setNames(FP, c("FP1", "FP2", "FP3"))

BIAS <- c(BIAS1, BIAS2, BIAS3)

MIAE <- c(MIAE1, MIAE2, MIAE3)

MSE <- c(MSE1, MSE2, MSE3)

cp <- c(cp1, cp2, cp3)

output1 <- c(p,n,m,rho_temp,rho_spat,iteration1,

iteration2,iteration3,khat_1,khat_3)

output1 <- setNames(output1, c("p","n","m","rho_temp",

"rho_spat","iteration1","iteration2","iteration3",

"khat_1","khat_2","khat_3"))

output2 <- c(TP,FP,BIAS,MIAE,MSE,cp)

output <- c(output1,output2)

beta_star <- rbind(beta_star_1,beta_star_3,se_1,se_3)

AICs <- rbind(AIC_1,AIC_3)

Sigma_estimate <- as.matrix(var_covar_betastar_3)

conf_matrices <- rbind(conf_matrix_1, conf_matrix_3)

probs <- rbind(probnew_1, probnew_3)

write.table(output, file = "results_0808.txt",

sep = "\t", row.names = FALSE, col.names =

!file.exists("results_0808.txt"), append = TRUE)

write.table(beta_star, file = "beta_star0808.txt",

sep = "\t", row.names = TRUE, col.names = FALSE,

append = TRUE)
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write.table(AICs, file = "aics0808.txt", sep = "\t",

row.names = TRUE, col.names = FALSE, append = TRUE)

write.table(as.data.frame(as.matrix(Sigma_estimate)),

file = "Sigma_estimate0808.txt", sep = "\t",

row.names = FALSE, col.names = FALSE, append = TRUE)

write.table(conf_matrices, file = "conf_matrices0808

.txt", sep = "\t", row.names = TRUE, col.names = FALSE,

append = TRUE)

write.table(probs, file = "probs0808.txt",

sep = "\t", row.names = TRUE, col.names = FALSE,

append = TRUE)

gc() #free up memory and report the memory usage.

list()

}

stopCluster(cl)
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APPENDIX B

DETAILED RESULTS OF DIFFERENT CORRELATION STRUCTURES

B.1 The case of ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.6

As presented in Table 4.1, the results in this scenario is as follows:

Table B.1: Variable selection results - ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.6

Case p=29

CS MS Size

ρtemp ρspat Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III

II 0.8 0.6 6 3 6 3 0 2 9 3 8

The contribution of final covariates that are identified as significant is illustrated using

SHAP values as explained above. Figure B.1 and Figure B.2 represent SHAP values

for the 4th observation, whose observed response is 0, and for the 598th observation,

for whom the observed response is 1, respectively.
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Figure B.1: Contribution of Each Covariate for Class 0 - ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.6

Figure B.2: Contribution of Each Covariate for Class 1 - ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.6

The loss function results at the end of each iteration and in each step is presented as

AIC values in Figure B.3. It can be seen that AICs after each iteration and step gets

smaller.
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Figure B.3: AIC’s in Each Step and Iteration - ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.6

B.2 The case of ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.2

As presented in Table 4.1, the results in this scenario is as follows:

Table B.2: Variable selection results - ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.2

Case p=29

CS MS Size

ρtemp ρspat Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III

III 0.8 0.2 6 6 6 3 0 1 9 6 7

The contribution of final covariates that are identified as significant is illustrated using

SHAP values as explained above. Figure B.4 and Figure B.5 represent SHAP values

for the 3rd observation, whose observed response is 0, and for the 600th observation,

for whom the observed response is 1, respectively.
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Figure B.4: Contribution of Each Covariate for Class 0 - ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.2

Figure B.5: Contribution of Each Covariate for Class 1 - ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.2

The loss function results at the end of each iteration and in each step is presented as

AIC values in Figure B.6. It can be seen that AICs after each iteration and step gets

smaller.
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Figure B.6: AIC’s in Each Step and Iteration - ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.2

B.3 The case of ρspat = 0.6, ρtemp = 0.8

As presented in Table 4.1, the results in this scenario is as follows:

Table B.3: Variable selection results - ρspat = 0.6, ρtemp = 0.8

Case p=29

CS MS Size

ρtemp ρspat Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III

IV 0.6 0.8 6 2 6 2 0 1 8 2 7

The contribution of final covariates that are identified as significant is illustrated using

SHAP values as explained above. Figure B.7 and Figure B.8 represent SHAP values

for the 3rd observation, whose observed response is 0, and for the 600th observation,

for whom the observed response is 1, respectively.
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Figure B.7: Contribution of Each Covariate for Class 0 - ρspat = 0.6, ρtemp = 0.8

Figure B.8: Contribution of Each Covariate for Class 1 - ρspat = 0.6, ρtemp = 0.8

The loss function results at the end of each iteration and in each step is presented as

AIC values in Figure B.9. It can be seen that AICs after each iteration and step gets

smaller.
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Figure B.9: AIC’s in Each Step and Iteration - ρspat = 0.6, ρtemp = 0.8

B.4 The case of ρspat = 0.5, ρtemp = 0.5

As presented in Table 4.1, the results in this scenario is as follows:

Table B.4: Variable selection results - ρspat = 0.5, ρtemp = 0.5

Case p=29

CS MS Size

ρtemp ρspat Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III

V 0.5 0.5 6 3 6 3 0 1 9 3 7

The contribution of final covariates that are identified as significant is illustrated us-

ing SHAP values as explained above. Figure B.10 and Figure B.11 represent SHAP

values for the 2nd observation, whose observed response is 0, and for the 594th obser-

vation, for whom the observed response is 1, respectively.
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Figure B.10: Contribution of Each Covariate for Class 0 - ρspat = 0.5, ρtemp = 0.5

Figure B.11: Contribution of Each Covariate for Class 1 - ρspat = 0.5, ρtemp = 0.5

The loss function results at the end of each iteration and in each step is presented as

AIC values in Figure B.12. It can be seen that AICs after each iteration and step gets

smaller.
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Figure B.12: AIC’s in Each Step and Iteration - ρspat = 0.5, ρtemp = 0.5

B.5 The case of ρspat = 0.4, ρtemp = 0.2

As presented in Table 4.1, the results in this scenario is as follows:

Table B.5: Variable selection results - ρspat = 0.4, ρtemp = 0.2

Case p=29

CS MS Size

ρtemp ρspat Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III

VI 0.4 0.2 6 6 6 3 0 2 9 6 8

The contribution of final covariates that are identified as significant is illustrated us-

ing SHAP values as explained above. Figure B.13 and Figure B.14 represent SHAP

values for the 1st observation, whose observed response is 0, and for the 600th obser-

vation, for whom the observed response is 1, respectively.
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Figure B.13: Contribution of Each Covariate for Class 0 - ρspat = 0.4, ρtemp = 0.2

Figure B.14: Contribution of Each Covariate for Class 1 - ρspat = 0.4, ρtemp = 0.2

The loss function results at the end of each iteration and in each step is presented as

AIC values in Figure B.15. It can be seen that AICs after each iteration and step gets

smaller.
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Figure B.15: AIC’s in Each Step and Iteration - ρspat = 0.4, ρtemp = 0.2

B.6 The case of ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.8

As presented in Table 4.1, the results in this scenario is as follows:

Table B.6: Variable selection results - ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.8

Case p=29

CS MS Size

ρtemp ρspat Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III

VII 0.2 0.8 6 2 6 2 0 1 8 2 7

The contribution of final covariates that are identified as significant is illustrated us-

ing SHAP values as explained above. Figure B.16 and Figure B.17 represent SHAP

values for the 6th observation, whose observed response is 0, and for the 600th obser-

vation, for whom the observed response is 1, respectively.
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Figure B.16: Contribution of Each Covariate for Class 0 - ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.8

Figure B.17: Contribution of Each Covariate for Class 1 - ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.8

The loss function results at the end of each iteration and in each step is presented as

AIC values in Figure B.18. It can be seen that AICs after each iteration and step gets

smaller.
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Figure B.18: AIC’s in Each Step and Iteration - ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.8

B.7 The case of ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.4

As presented in Table 4.1, the results in this scenario is as follows:

Table B.7: Variable selection results - ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.4

Case p=29

CS MS Size

ρtemp ρspat Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III

VIII 0.2 0.4 6 5 6 3 0 1 9 5 7

The contribution of final covariates that are identified as significant is illustrated us-

ing SHAP values as explained above. Figure B.19 and Figure B.20 represent SHAP

values for the 4th observation, whose observed response is 0, and for the 600th obser-

vation, for whom the observed response is 1, respectively.
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Figure B.19: Contribution of Each Covariate for Class 0 - ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.4

Figure B.20: Contribution of Each Covariate for Class 1 - ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.4

The loss function results at the end of each iteration and in each step is presented as

AIC values in Figure B.21. It can be seen that AICs after each iteration and step gets

smaller.
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Figure B.21: AIC’s in Each Step and Iteration - ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.4

B.8 The case of ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.2

As presented in Table 4.1, the results in this scenario is as follows:

Table B.8: Variable selection results - ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.2

Case p=29

CS MS Size

ρtemp ρspat Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III

IX 0.2 0.2 6 6 6 3 0 1 9 6 7

The contribution of final covariates that are identified as significant is illustrated us-

ing SHAP values as explained above. Figure B.22 and Figure B.23 represent SHAP

values for the 1st observation, whose observed response is 0, and for the 600th obser-

vation, for whom the observed response is 1, respectively.
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Figure B.22: Contribution of Each Covariate for Class 0 - ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.2

Figure B.23: Contribution of Each Covariate for Class 1 - ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.2

The loss function results at the end of each iteration and in each step is presented as

AIC values in Figure B.24. It can be seen that AICs after each iteration and step gets

smaller.
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Figure B.24: AIC’s in Each Step and Iteration - ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.2
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APPENDIX C

CONFUSION MATRICES OF THREE-STEP SPARSE BOOSTING

C.1 The case of ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.8

Figure C.1: Confusion Matrix for The First Step - ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.8
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Figure C.2: Confusion Matrix for The Second Step - ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.8

Figure C.3: Confusion Matrix for The Third Step - ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.8
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C.2 The case of ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.6

Figure C.4: Confusion Matrix for The First Step - ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.6

Figure C.5: Confusion Matrix for The Second Step - ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.6
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Figure C.6: Confusion Matrix for The Third Step - ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.6

C.3 The case of ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.2

Figure C.7: Confusion Matrix for The First Step - ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.2
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Figure C.8: Confusion Matrix for The Second Step - ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.2

Figure C.9: Confusion Matrix for The Third Step - ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.2
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C.4 The case of ρspat = 0.6, ρtemp = 0.8

Figure C.10: Confusion Matrix for The First Step - ρspat = 0.6, ρtemp = 0.8

Figure C.11: Confusion Matrix for The Second Step - ρspat = 0.6, ρtemp = 0.8
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Figure C.12: Confusion Matrix for The Third Step - ρspat = 0.6, ρtemp = 0.8

C.5 The case of ρspat = 0.5, ρtemp = 0.5

Figure C.13: Confusion Matrix for The First Step - ρspat = 0.5, ρtemp = 0.5
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Figure C.14: Confusion Matrix for The Second Step - ρspat = 0.5, ρtemp = 0.5

Figure C.15: Confusion Matrix for The Third Step - ρspat = 0.5, ρtemp = 0.5
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C.6 The case of ρspat = 0.4, ρtemp = 0.2

Figure C.16: Confusion Matrix for The First Step - ρspat = 0.4, ρtemp = 0.2

Figure C.17: Confusion Matrix for The Second Step - ρspat = 0.4, ρtemp = 0.2
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Figure C.18: Confusion Matrix for The Third Step - ρspat = 0.4, ρtemp = 0.2

C.7 The case of ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.8

Figure C.19: Confusion Matrix for The First Step - ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.8
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Figure C.20: Confusion Matrix for The Second Step - ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.8

Figure C.21: Confusion Matrix for The Third Step - ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.8
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C.8 The case of ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.4

Figure C.22: Confusion Matrix for The First Step - ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.4

Figure C.23: Confusion Matrix for The Second Step - ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.4
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Figure C.24: Confusion Matrix for The Third Step - ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.4

C.9 The case of ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.2

Figure C.25: Confusion Matrix for The First Step - ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.2
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Figure C.26: Confusion Matrix for The Second Step - ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.2

Figure C.27: Confusion Matrix for The Third Step - ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.2
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APPENDIX D

ADDITIONAL SIMULATION STUDY - 2 STEP SPARSE BOOSTING

After analyzing the results of simulation study, due to lower results of Step 2 com-

pared to the other steps, an additional simulation study was conducted omitting the

Step 2. In this way, the contribution of Step 2 can be measured. The same structure

of the data generation, of setup and of 9 different spatial and temporal correlation

structure scenarios were applied. The only difference was the maximum number of

boosting iterations, set as 100, since we did not observe any significant change in AIC

after 100th iterations in each step. In this setup, total completion time of 100 runs of

Monte Carlo Simulation was reduced to 17 hours from 160 hours, due to omitting one

step and reducing the number of iteration to 100 in each step.

In the following subsections, first variable selection results are summarized with per-

formance measures. Then, for each different correlation structure, the comparison of

loss functions’ results with Three Step algorithm are presented separately. After that,

the classification performances of our algorithm are discussed.

D.1 Variable Selection Results

In Table D.1 the performance of variable selection is summarized with correctly iden-

tified significant variables (CS), falsely identified significant variable (MS).
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Table D.1: Variable selection results in simulation for different correlation structures

Case p=29

CS MS

ρtemp ρspat Step I Step III Step I Step III

I 0.8 0.8 6 6 0 0

II 0.8 0.6 6 6 0 0

III 0.8 0.2 6 6 0 0

IV 0.6 0.8 6 5 0 0

V 0.5 0.5 6 6 0 0

VI 0.4 0.2 6 6 0 0

VII 0.2 0.8 6 6 0 0

VIII 0.2 0.4 6 6 0 0

IX 0.2 0.2 6 6 0 0

When we analyze the results of the above nine scenarios, the followings can be ob-

served.

• There exists only one scenario, ρtemp = 0.6 and ρspat = 0.8, where 2 step

algorithm did not identify all the significant variables even thought the first

step captured all of them.

• In other scenarios, there is no improvement from Step 1 to Step 3.

• The major difference from 3 step algorithm is that 2 step algorithm did not

identify any covariate as mistakenly significant.

In Tables D.2-D.7, the bias, absolute bias and MSE for each estimated coefficients

are presented.
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Table D.2: Bias, Absolute Bias and MSE for β̂0 - 2 Step Algorithm

Case p=29

BIAS(β̂0) AB(β̂0) MSE(β̂0)

ρtemp ρspat Step I Step III Step I Step III Step I Step III

I 0.8 0.8 0.549 1.609 0.553 1.609 0.342 2.622

II 0.8 0.6 0.638 1.594 0.638 1.594 0.433 2.556

III 0.8 0.2 0.708 1.684 0.708 1.684 0.525 2.847

IV 0.6 0.8 0.543 1.601 0.543 1.601 0.321 2.587

V 0.5 0.5 0.644 1.584 0.644 1.584 0.432 2.519

VI 0.4 0.2 0.713 1.695 0.713 1.695 0.522 2.882

VII 0.2 0.8 0.551 1.614 0.551 1.614 0.330 2.636

VIII 0.2 0.4 0.693 1.651 0.693 1.651 0.499 2.742

IX 0.2 0.2 0.703 1.696 0.703 1.696 0.507 2.886

Table D.3: Bias, Absolute Bias and MSE for β̂1 - 2 Step Algorithm

Case p=29

BIAS(β̂1) AB(β̂1) MSE(β̂1)

ρtemp ρspat Step I Step III Step I Step III Step I Step III

I 0.8 0.8 0.680 0.730 0.680 0.730 0.544 0.612

II 0.8 0.6 0.727 0.748 0.727 0.748 0.582 0.595

III 0.8 0.2 0.813 0.869 0.813 0.869 0.707 0.781

IV 0.6 0.8 0.629 0.624 0.630 0.626 0.459 0.461

V 0.5 0.5 0.797 0.814 0.797 0.814 0.667 0.693

VI 0.4 0.2 0.808 0.850 0.808 0.850 0.684 0.744

VI 0.2 0.8 0.633 0.654 0.637 0.655 0.467 0.509

VIII 0.2 0.4 0.795 0.818 0.795 0.818 0.667 0.693

IX 0.2 0.2 0.828 0.874 0.828 0.874 0.718 0.785
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Table D.4: Bias, Absolute Bias and MSE for β̂2 - 2 Step Algorithm

Case p=29

BIAS(β̂2) AB(β̂2) MSE(β̂2)

ρtemp ρspat Step I Step III Step I Step III Step I Step III

I 0.8 0.8 0.647 0.309 0.648 0.374 0.465 0.197

II 0.8 0.6 0.746 0.419 0.746 0.427 0.578 0.219

III 0.8 0.2 0.927 0.679 0.927 0.679 0.869 0.474

IV 0.6 0.8 0.660 0.304 0.660 0.362 0.479 0.181

V 0.5 0.5 0.830 0.516 0.830 0.516 0.703 0.297

VI 0.4 0.2 0.907 0.649 0.907 0.649 0.832 0.434

VII 0.2 0.8 0.651 0.304 0.651 0.380 0.473 0.221

VIII 0.2 0.4 0.836 0.550 0.836 0.550 0.712 0.323

IX 0.2 0.2 0.893 0.634 0.893 0.634 0.808 0.418

Table D.5: Bias, Absolute Bias and MSE for β̂3 - 2 Step Algorithm

Case p=29

BIAS(β̂3) AB(β̂3) MSE(β̂3)

ρtemp ρspat Step I Step III Step I Step III Step I Step III

I 0.8 0.8 0.398 0.383 0.424 0.492 0.236 0.324

II 0.8 0.6 0.521 0.431 0.521 0.435 0.296 0.243

III 0.8 0.2 0.693 0.506 0.693 0.506 0.491 0.272

IV 0.6 0.8 0.354 0.337 0.382 0.414 0.214 0.260

V 0.5 0.5 0.537 0.392 0.537 0.401 0.308 0.195

VI 0.4 0.2 0.669 0.479 0.669 0.479 0.456 0.241

VII 0.2 0.8 0.364 0.371 0.382 0.473 0.220 0.309

VIII 0.2 0.4 0.615 0.460 0.615 0.460 0.388 0.228

IX 0.2 0.2 0.696 0.514 0.696 0.514 0.493 0.277
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Table D.6: Bias, Absolute Bias and MSE for β̂4 - 2 Step Algorithm

Case p=29

BIAS(β̂4) AB(β̂4) MSE(β̂4)

ρtemp ρspat Step I Step III Step I Step III Step I Step III

I 0.8 0.8 0.500 0.432 0.514 0.527 0.333 0.384

II 0.8 0.6 0.613 0.388 0.615 0.403 0.410 0.216

III 0.8 0.2 0.830 0.601 0.830 0.601 0.700 0.376

IV 0.6 0.8 0.502 0.387 0.511 0.478 0.327 0.315

V 0.5 0.5 0.695 0.471 0.695 0.471 0.511 0.267

VI 0.4 0.2 0.842 0.622 0.842 0.622 0.715 0.397

VII 0.2 0.8 0.478 0.321 0.493 0.489 0.315 0.345

VIII 0.2 0.4 0.742 0.518 0.742 0.518 0.566 0.298

IX 0.2 0.2 0.831 0.610 0.831 0.610 0.699 0.388

Table D.7: Bias, Absolute Bias and MSE for β̂5 - 2 Step Algorithm

Case p=29

BIAS(β̂5) AB(β̂5) MSE(β̂5)

ρtemp ρspat Step I Step III Step I Step III Step I Step III

I 0.8 0.8 0.565 0.298 0.567 0.386 0.388 0.234

II 0.8 0.6 0.649 0.380 0.649 0.389 0.446 0.190

III 0.8 0.2 0.755 0.531 0.755 0.531 0.580 0.293

IV 0.6 0.8 0.567 0.302 0.567 0.349 0.363 0.205

V 0.5 0.5 0.664 0.392 0.664 0.392 0.454 0.177

VI 0.4 0.2 0.759 0.532 0.759 0.532 0.583 0.294

VII 0.2 0.8 0.580 0.364 0.580 0.409 0.378 0.246

VIII 0.2 0.4 0.696 0.455 0.696 0.455 0.495 0.223

IX 0.2 0.2 0.758 0.544 0.758 0.544 0.581 0.305

For the intercept and binary covariate, 2 step algorithm seems to increase the biases
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and MSEs, for the normal covarites, the metrics get lower at the end of the 2 step

algorithm.

Also, when we compare the results with 3 step algorithm, all the metrics are higher

in 2 step case. This is probably due to the smaller number of boosting iterations.

The loss function results at the end of each iteration and in each step is for both

algorithms are presented as AIC values in the following figures.

ρtemp = 0.8,ρspat = 0.8

Figure D.1: AIC - 3 Step Boosting -

ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.8

Figure D.2: AIC - 2 Step Boosting -

ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.8

ρtemp = 0.8,ρspat = 0.6

Figure D.3: AIC - 3 Step Boosting -

ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.6

Figure D.4: AIC - 2 Step Boosting -

ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.6

ρtemp = 0.8,ρspat = 0.2
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Figure D.5: AIC - 3 Step Boosting -

ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.2

Figure D.6: AIC - 2 Step Boosting -

ρspat = 0.8, ρtemp = 0.2

ρtemp = 0.6,ρspat = 0.8

Figure D.7: AIC - 3 Step Boosting -

ρspat = 0.6, ρtemp = 0.8

Figure D.8: AIC - 2 Step Boosting -

ρspat = 0.6, ρtemp = 0.8

ρtemp = 0.5,ρspat = 0.5

Figure D.9: AIC - 3 Step Boosting -

ρspat = 0.5, ρtemp = 0.5

Figure D.10: AIC - 2 Step Boosting -

ρspat = 0.5, ρtemp = 0.5
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ρtemp = 0.4,ρspat = 0.2

Figure D.11: AIC - 3 Step Boosting -

ρspat = 0.4, ρtemp = 0.2

Figure D.12: AIC - 2 Step Boosting -

ρspat = 0.4, ρtemp = 0.2

ρtemp = 0.2,ρspat = 0.8

Figure D.13: AIC - 3 Step Boosting -

ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.8

Figure D.14: AIC - 2 Step Boosting -

ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.8

ρtemp = 0.2,ρspat = 0.4
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Figure D.15: AIC - 3 Step Boosting -

ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.4

Figure D.16: AIC - 2 Step Boosting -

ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.4

ρtemp = 0.2,ρspat = 0.2

Figure D.17: AIC - 3 Step Boosting -

ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.2

Figure D.18: AIC - 2 Step Boosting -

ρspat = 0.2, ρtemp = 0.2

In all cases, after 100 iteration, AIC give very similar results for both algorithms.

D.2 Classification Results

In Tables D.8 and D.9 the following measures calculated at the end of each steps are

presented.
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Table D.8: Classification metrics in simulation for different correlation structures

Metric ρtemp ρspat Step I Step III

Sensitivity 0.8 0.8 0.919 0.760

0.8 0.6 0.936 0.800

0.8 0.2 0.951 0.756

0.6 0.8 0.931 0.843

0.5 0.5 0.941 0.755

0.4 0.2 0.959 0.713

0.2 0.8 0.937 0.830

0.2 0.4 0.930 0.705

0.2 0.2 0.930 0.724

Specificity 0.8 0.8 0.852 0.977

0.8 0.6 0.872 0.964

0.8 0.2 0.739 0.967

0.6 0.8 0.896 0.986

0.5 0.5 0.761 0.960

0.4 0.2 0.702 0.950

0.2 0.8 0.883 0.976

0.2 0.4 0.747 0.957

0.2 0.2 0.734 0.948

Precision 0.8 0.8 0.917 0.983

0.8 0.6 0.938 0.979

0.8 0.2 0.914 0.985

0.6 0.8 0.943 0.991

0.5 0.5 0.905 0.979

0.4 0.2 0.898 0.975

0.2 0.8 0.939 0.985

0.2 0.4 0.891 0.973

0.2 0.2 0.896 0.972
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Table D.9: Classification metrics in simulation for different correlation structures -

cont

Metric ρtemp ρspat Step I Step III

F1 0.8 0.8 0.918 0.858

0.8 0.6 0.937 0.880

0.8 0.2 0.932 0.856

0.6 0.8 0.937 0.911

0.5 0.5 0.923 0.852

0.4 0.2 0.927 0.824

0.2 0.8 0.938 0.901

0.2 0.4 0.910 0.818

0.2 0.2 0.913 0.830

Accuracy 0.8 0.8 0.895 0.838

0.8 0.6 0.915 0.853

0.8 0.2 0.897 0.810

0.6 0.8 0.918 0.893

0.5 0.5 0.888 0.815

0.4 0.2 0.890 0.777

0.2 0.8 0.918 0.880

0.2 0.4 0.783 0.918

0.2 0.2 0.873 0.788

Kappa 0.8 0.8 0.772 0.678

0.8 0.6 0.807 0.696

0.8 0.2 0.717 0.591

0.6 0.8 0.822 0.780

0.5 0.5 0.723 0.616

0.4 0.2 0.702 0.538

0.2 0.8 0.819 0.752

0.2 0.4 0.567 0.819

0.2 0.2 0.683 0.566
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The following arguments can be made according to the above tables.

• Specificity and precision increased in Step 3, and others decreased.

• When the temporal correlation is high, 2 step algorithm performs better than 3

step algorithm in all metrics, while when the spatial correlation is high, 3 step

algorithm produces higher results.

In conclusion, if the maximum number of boosting iterations are taken as the same,

then for the variable selection performance of 2 step algorithm seems better by iden-

tifying no covariate as significant mistakenly. On the other hand, for the classification

part, as stated above, when the temporal correlation is high, 2 step algorithm performs

better than 3 step algorithm in all metrics.
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